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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Many ot the ultimate objectiveo of the guidance se:rrl.Ces of 
Thomas Dale High School are the same as those ot the.total educational 
program although the methods by Which these goals are reached are sufti• 
c1ently different to necessitate GJStematic supplementary services. 
It iS important, therefore1 to state the objectives of Thoma.a 
Dale High School, 
The school aimsa 
To give training in orderly methods or gaining knowledge. 
To develop the skills and fundamentals 1n each pupil necessary-tor 
eff'icient living. 
To develop a veil-balanced and desirable personality in each pupil. 
To provide opportunity in vocational and non-vocational training. 
To develop a high sense or personal conduct. 
To develop the abilit1 for constructive participation in social and 
economic life. 
To promote physical efficiency in its membership. 
To merit the continued support of the citizenry by extending the 
opportunity tor educational and recreational activity to all and by 
atte.mpti, to meet the present and .foreseeable future needs of the 
children. 
Thomas Dale Sllbscribes to the theory that a guidance program re-
quires the participation of eve:r,y member ot the school sta.tf' as well as 
cooperation frompupil.8 1 parents, and comnunity agencies. 
A goal of the guidance program. is to bring together all of the 
resources 0£ the home, school, and community for the benefit of each 
pupil. 
lFacum Handbook Session 1963-6i, No. S (Chester, Virginia• 
Thomas Dale h School, 1963) 1 P• 2. Mimeographed.) 
2 
Counselo:rs strive to help each individual to understand his 
abilities, interests, and personality traits, to develop them as well as 
possible,. to relate the111 to hie lite goals, and to reach a state ot · 
mature self-guidance as a desirable citizen or a democratic social 
order+ 
It 18 appropriate to ask what elements in the present counseling 
service seem to be sound and what elements need to be changed. The pur .. 
pose of this thesis is to determine the comprehensiveness am erfective-
ness of the counseling service of Thomas Dale High School. From thl.$ 
appraisal based upon a variety of techniques, it will be indicated 
whether the present couriSeling service is adequate. The criteria in• 
elude considerations of student opinion, teacher opinion, counselor 
opinion, administrative opinion, former student opinion, and parent 
opinion. Special . studies will be made to dete:nnine the ei'f'ect of the 
program in terms of student behavior• Certain aspects of the counseling 
service of Thomas Dale High School will be compared nth siinilar pro-
grams in other selected high schools in the state of Virginia• 
I 41 THE PROBmt 
Statetn.ent !!'., e problem, The problem is to identify the 
stre~ths and weaknesses oi' the counseling service at Thomas Dale High 
' School in order to ascertain what changes are needed to make the service 
more ~ffect1ve. The problem actually is to reveal both the strong am 
weak points of the service so that they may be used as a starting place 
tor future planning. It is a ha.rd task as the effects ot counseling mq 
.3 
be felt for many years after the student has been directly exposed to 
them. Parthemore, the causes of behavior are multiple. Scme are phy-
sical, some interpersonal, some cultural and environm.entai.2 Hence, any 
attempt to isolate the effects of counseling impedes the interpretation 
of data. Another factor that complicates the problem is the ditficulty 
in determ:inillg the etf ect of the counseling ser\11.ce apart from the other 
guidance serdces. It JUa7 not be necessar;y to know the exact ei'fect ot 
one service since the results ot the total program are tar more impor-
tantf ,-et it is imperative that counselors have some estimate of the 
ettect ot the counseling service if improvement is to be made. 
Sifffi!ticance ~ ~ J?!:Oblem. It is important to study the com• 
prehensiveness and effectiveness of the present counseling service in 
order to discover steps which may be taken to improve and extend it. 
This evaluation should strengthen the program by leading not onq to an 
increase in student, staff, and commnity interest but by revealing also 
the kinds of needs Which mst be met. It should serve as a basis for 
judging the extent to which the present service meets the life needs ot 
the youth it serves. Information will be available to administrators 
am instructional staff that may be used to modify procedures in accor-
dance with the needs and interests of the students., The results, it 
implemented, could be used to improve public relations, increase pupil 
motivation, and to substantiate the reasons for recommended changes in 
2Franklin R, Jones, "Human Growth and Development,• Virginia ,E!! 
Bulletin, Vol. 47, No. 8 (April1 196h), P• 8. 
h 
the school's program-
It should be noted that this is the first attempt at a systematic 
evaluation since the assignment ot any !ull•ti.me guidance personnel at 
Thomas Dale High School. Despite the limitations of this survey it is 
significant, thererore1 in that it should point out the need for start 
members to assign research a high priority among their activities~ as 
evaluation which is systematic and continuOus may be expected to make a . 
significant contribution to the growth and development of the counseling 
service. 
II. SOURCES OF DATA 
Four sources of data were used for this investigation. Sµrveys 
were sent to approximatel1 24 administrators, h80 teachers, and one hun-
dred counselors in 24 selected high schools in the state ot Virginia. 
Questionnaires were also sent to one hundred former students of Thomas 
Dale High School, 25.0 pupils currently enrolled in Themas Dale High 
School, and to two ·hundred adults in the area served b;r Thomas Dale High 
School. A number of educators; students$ and other citizens from 
wrious school communities were interviewed, and their thoughts and 
recommendations are included in this study'. The third source or data 
consisted Qf reports of the principal and guidance department o! Thomas 
Dale High School. In terms ot interpretation and application of thia 
Material, books., educational journals, and .specialized publications we.re 
chiefi.y useful. 
III. THE THESIS. 
This thesis is organized so that following the introductory chap.. 
ter there are chapters devoted to a description of the school am com-
muni ty 1 the nature and scope or the present counseling service, the 
presentation of survey data on the comprehensiveness and ef!ectiveness 
of the counseling service,, the presentation of special studies on the 
academically talented, and a general summa.17. 
IV• DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The concepts ot counseling vary 1 mx1 yet in order to have a basic 
definition ror this study- the one used by the Virginia State Department 
ot Education was chosen. Counseling is a process by which the indivi-
dual student is assisted in gaining in.format.ion and making decisions which 
lead to e.t'!ective personnl adjustment.3 Counseling is eonsidered the 
central function o! th! guidance program with the other services func-
tioning as supporting services. 
Guidance services. Guidance services a.re usually de.fined as a 
group of identifiable services that are designed to assist an individual 
toward maximum adjustments. 4 The tolloving are considered the five 
.3state Department ot Education, 11Guidance-A Vital Part of Vil"oo 
ginia• s Public School Program," Inrormational Serviee :&'u.lletin1 May-, 
No. S (Richmond, Virginia, 1961). 
hRaymond N. Hatch and Buford Steffire1 Administration 2!_ Guidance 
Services, (New Jersey1 Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1958), P• 22. 
major services: inventory,,. information, counseling, placement., and 
follow•up. 
6 
Other selected ~ schools. Schools with enrollments ranging 
from. 1109 to 1495 were chosen. S Although Thomas Dalo bad an enrollment 
or 1892 for the sam.e year, these figures were considered inappropriate 
as they included the students housed in temporary buildings and a wing 
ot the Curtis Elementary School while facilities were being constructed 
to house the overnow or students. In 1963 with the completion of two 
new high schools the Thomas Dale enrollment stabilized at l318. The 
projected enrollment for 1964 which wUl not include grade eight is 1071. 
V • BBIEF SUMMA.RI OF FINDINGS 
The findings concerning the counseling service of Thomas Dale 
High School revealed a need for more counseling time, a need £or more 
time tor teachers to utilize the counseling service, a need £or improved 
channels or comnunieation between administrators and counselors and be• 
tWEse.a counselors and teachers 1 a need for informing the public ot the 
objectives of the counseling service, and a need tor changes in the 
curriculum and methods or instruction so that. individual differences of' 
students can be provided for more effectively. 
Svirginia State Board of Education, Annual Report of the Su'jr-
intendent of Public Instruction 1962-6.3, Vol. ILVI1 September_, No. 
{Richmond., Virginia, l963h PP• '63-$. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPrION .OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITI 
It is imperative that a counseling se~ce have a basis 1n tacts 
concerning the school and the comm.unity it serves. Basic data concern• 
ing the school and conmlllllit;y are essential in order to recognise the 
needs of the pupils. It is only by an analysis of the local comnunity; 
the present sta:rf 1 and the pupil population that one can determine what 
steps should be taken to improve the counseling aervice.1 The people by 
whom and tor whom the school is operated make it what it is, and it is 
out of their desires, hopes; and frustrations that its greatest diffi• 
culties and its greatest achievements arise. Too often educators assume 
they lmow the needs of their students without making a study- of these 
needs. 
The distinctive characteristics of the people and groups of 
people of the school community, part~cularlf those of the youth, should 
b& known. Since every school conmunity inevitably is interrelated with 
other comnm.nities; the school should ad.apt its general philosophy, 
specific purposes, and its educational program to its own communities 
2 
and to the larger comnm.nities or which it is a pa.rt •. 
l:eaymond N. Hatch and Buford Steftlre • Administration of Guidance 
Services (New Jerseys Prentice Hall, Inc., 1958), P• 311. -
2National Study ot Second.arr School Evaluation; Evaluative £!:!· 
teria (Section O. Washington 61 D. C~I National Study of Secondary 
School Evaluation; 1960) t P• 29. 
I. BASIC DATA CONCERNIM.l THE SCHOOL 
Thomas Dale High School is a consolidated high school organized 
as a five year unit. It offers a r;eneral. diploma and a college pre-
paratory diploma and is accredited by the State Department of Educa-
tion and the Southern Association of Colleges and SecondB.17' Schools. 
Its faculty numbers sixty-seven. 
8 
Enrolled ffipUS ,!!!. wzaduates. Table I, page 9 1 gives the en-
rollment ot pupils :tor the current year and for the f'ive preceding 
years. It also shows the number of graduates for each or these years, 
These data provide a general picture of the gradual increase in enroll• 
ment which necessitated the opening of two additional. high schools in 
the areas formerly served by Thomas Dale High School. It will be noted 
that the total. enrollment tor the 19S8-)9 session was 1242 while the 
. total. enrollment reached a peak of 1890 tor the · 1962·63 session. 'l'em-
poraey facilities were used to house the additional. students until 
M.atoaca High School and Meadowbrook High School were read1 £or use in 
September, 1963. This explains the decline in the 1total enrollment of 
Thomas Dale High School to ]J18 tor the 1963-64 session. The new Thomas 
Dale High School will be ready tor the 1964-65 session w1 th a projected 
enrollment of 1071 exclusive of eighth grade while the present structure 
will be converted into the Chester Intermediate School. The data also 
reveal a gradual increase in the number of graduates from 94 .tor the 
1958-59 session to 194 for the l96J-64 session. 
Session 
19$8-$9 
1959-60 
196o-6l 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
TABLE I 
ENROLLED PUPILS AND GRADUATES OF TH:CMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL1 
CHESTER, VIIDINIA 
Enroll:ntent Graduates:, 
Boys Girls '.fot&i Boys Girls 
60$ 637 12b2 31 63 
67S 6Sl 1326 sa 69 
?67 ,730 1497 6S 82 
840 826 1666 69 90 
913 917. 1890 83 80 
677* 6Ll* 1318* 7S ll9 
9 
Total 
94 
127 
147 
lS9 
16) 
194 
*These· figures were computed as o.t ·April 301 1964, whereas all 
other figures were computed at the end of the school sessiOll• ·. 
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!&!,-tarade diotribution. Table II, page ll> gives the age•grade 
distribution of Thomas Dale High School students for the current year. 
These data reveal certain deviations from normal grade placement, For 
example, the data show that al.though the average age 0£ eighth graders 
is 131 there are 38 (6.63 per cent) who are 12 rears ot age (one ,ear 
under age)1 120 (20.94 per cent) who are 14 7ears of age (one year over 
age), 90 (lS. 70 per cent) who are lS years ot age (two years over age), 
39 ( 6. 80 per cent) who are 16 years of age (three years over age), and 
13 (2.27 per cent) who are 171 1.81 or 19 years of age (four, five, <>r 
six years over age), This means that 1n the eighth grade there is an 
age spread of eight years. Age-grade deviations are found also in the 
ninth; tenth1 eleventh, and twelfth grades. With such wide age-grade 
deViations the question of social readiness for some of those under age 
becomes a problem. '?he need . for social. adjustment is a factor to be 
recognized not only tor some of the students who are under age but tor 
some who are over age as well. By- giving special attention to students 
whose age-grade deviations have been a contrlbuting i"actor to their 
mal.adjustment, some staff members have succeeded in helping some ot 
these individuals resolve their coni'licts in such a way that the resul-
tant behavior is both acceptable to society and satisfying to the in-
di vidual. Some have become drop.outs and sane have been labeled mal• 
ad.justed. by their teachers. 
Mental ,abilitl• Complicating the whole problem or leaming is 
.the recognition ot the varying capacities of individual children and 
TABLE II 
AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS OF THOMAS DALE 
HIGH SCHOOL, CHESTER, VIRGINIA, 1962-63 
Grades 
Eishth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
Per Per Per Per 
No. cent No. cent No. cent No. cent 
,38 6.63 
273 47.64 27 6.01 
120 20.94 2S3 %.3h 2s 6.1'4 
90 1$.70 109 24.27 252 64.94 33 13.2S 
39 6.Bo h3 9.$7 68 17.52 1$1 60.64 
ll l.91 15 3.34 28 7.21 l.il 16.47 
1 .17 1 .22 12 3.09 20 a.03 
1 .17 1 .22 2 .si 3 1.20 
>ver 1 .2s 1 .40 
11 
Twelfth 
Per 
No. cent 
15 7.77 
127 65.60 
33 17.09 
JS 7.77 
.3 i.ss 
>TEs This table was computed on the basis of the pupil• s age as 
9r 11 1962. 
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adolescents in different content areas, and the administrative d.ifti-
cult7 or aITanging tor instruction in accordance with these individual 
differences.3 Intelligence tests, educational·achievem.ent tests, and 
aptitude tests are given regularly at Thomas Dale High Scbeol to secure 
data on the mental ability of the pupils. The mental ability ot the 
school population as detennined by the California Test of Mental Matu~ 
ity is given in Table III, page lJ, These data, compiled in 19601 show 
that 3 per cont of the school population had an IQ range ot l26-l35J 
7 per cent had an IQ range of ll6-125J 19 per. cent had an IQ range of 
106-lJ.5J 29 per cent had an· IQ range of 96-lOSJ 25 per cent had an IQ 
range of 86-9SJ l2 per cent had an IQ range of 76-85; and S per cent had 
' 
an ~Q et 15 or below. This means that approximately seventy-rive per 
cent of the school population of Tho-'11as Dale High School earned IQ' s be-
tween 64 and U6 as compared w1 th a nermal expectancy ot appraximatelf 
sixty-seven per cent. Ten per cent of the Thomas Dale High School popu-
lation had IQ's above ll6 as compared with the nonnal expectancy ot 
apprmtimatE'ly snenteen per cent, while fifteen per cent of the Thomas 
Dale High School population had IQ•s below 84 as compared with the 
normal expectancy of approximately seventeen per cent. 
For the students who deviate somewhat from normal in mental 
ability some provisions are made. All required subjects are offered at 
two levels. Pupils are pl.aced by the staff on the bases of ability and 
3Francis H. Horn1 "The Ends For Which We Educate," The Educa-
tional Forum, Vol. XIV.III, No. 2 (January, 1964), P• 1.36. -
TABLE Ill 
MENTAL ABILITY OF THE SCHOOL POPULATION OF THcm5 DALE HIGH SCHOOL, 
CHESTER, vmlINIA1 IN 1960 AS DETE.ittINED BI THE CALIFORNIA . 
TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
13 
Per cent in Cumulative per cent 
I Q Ranges Each Group in Each Group 
126-lJS ,; 100 
116-12$ 1 91 
106-US 19 90 
96-lOS . 29 7l 
86- 9S 2S 42 . 
76- 8) . 12 17 
0- 7$ s s 
performance independentl.7 for each subject. An accelerated program is 
offered in mathematics and science to those students who quall1'7 as 
determined. b7 a testing program administered in the seventh grade, pro-
vided their parents after an interview with the administrator indicate 
their desire tor their children to part;icipate in the program. Special 
offerings include a remedial reading.program on the eighth grade level. 
Some staff members interviewed, particularly those working with the 
eighth grade, felt the provisions made for dealing with the differential 
abilities were inadequate. This condition was not unique with Thom.as 
Dale staff members as educators interviewed elsewhere 1n the state made 
similar comments. 
In September, 19631 Chesterfield County opened a school tor re-
tarded but educable children or high school age at Camp Baker. Thia 
year the school was dedicated as the Lilla Spivey School. Three teach-
ers are now employed at the Spivey School Which has an enrollment of 
thirt.y students. 
Stabilitz. The number of years which each member of the current 
senior class has been 1n this school is indicated in Table IV, page 1.$. 
These data reveal that h seniors (1.94 per cent) attended Thomas Dale 
. 1 year, 11 seniors (S.32 per cent) attended Thomas Dale 2 years, 6 sen-
iors (2.89 per cent) attended Thomas Dale 3 years, 22 seniors (l0.62 per 
cent) attended Thomas Dale 4 years, 14$ seniors (70.os per cent) atten-
ded Thomas Dale S years, lS seniors (7.24 per cent) attended Thomas Dale 
6 years and 4 seniors (1.94 per cent) attended Thomas Dale f'or 7 or more 
lS 
TABLE IV 
STABIL.tTY DATA ON CLASS OF 196u OF THOMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL, 
CHESTER, VIRGINIA 
Number of Years Senlors in This School 
(Including Cumulative 
Present Year) Number Per cent· Per cent 
,7 4 1.94 100.00 
6 15 7.24 98.06 
s l4S 70.0~ 90.82 
4 22 l0.62 20.77 
3 6 2.89 io.1; 
2 ll s.:n 7.26 
1 4 1.94 1.94 
Total 207 100 
16 
years. Onl.f to a small degree are the problems generated by family 
mobility found at Thomas Dale High School. The concomitant problem of 
emotional instability on the part of a small percentage of transfer 
students, some ot whose parents are engaged· in construction or indust17, 
is partial.11 solved by extracurricular activities and the efforts of 
staff' members and students to help.these transfers adjust to their new 
surroundings. Through orientation counseling JftaJ17 students have been 
able to adapt to change without frustration and fem:.-. Counselors en-
courage pupils to acquire attitudes that will enable them to accept 
change as normal and. inevitable. In tomorrew•s world there will be far 
more mobility th.an at present, when one out of three families moves 
every two years. h 
Withdrawals. Pupil dropout data given in Table v, page 17; re• .. 
veal that the major reason tor withdrawals for the twelve months pre• 
ceding September, 196.'.h was the transfer of 463 students (24.S per cent 
of the total enrollment) withoUt change of residence• These students 
were enrolled in the Matoaca and Meadowbrook High Schools which were 
opened in September~ 1963. Subject d1tticult1es accounted tor the with• 
drawal of .$6 students (2~96 per cent of the total enrollment), maxrl.age 
accounted tor the withdrawal of 29 students (1;$3 per cent of the total 
enrollment), and parental indiff'erence accounted tor the withdrawal of 
12 students (.63 per cent of the total enrollment).,, These data also 
h Ibid., P• 139•· 
-
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TABLE V 
WITHDF.AWAL DATA ON PUPILS OF THOMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL, CHESTER, 
VIRGINIA; FOR TWELVE MONTHS PRECEDING SEPlEMBER1 1963 
; 
Bsason for Per cent of total 
Withdrawal Boys Girls Total enrollment 
Disciplinary problems 2 l 
' 
.16 
F.mployment 6 2 8 -~li2 
Entered mill tary sernce 7 0 1 .37 
Financial reasons 2 o· 2 .n 
Health problems l 7 8 .Ja 
tack or motivation 4 O· 4 .21 
Marriage l 28 29 l.S3 
Parental indifference 6 6 12 .63 
Subject difficulties 36 20 
'S6 2.96 Transferred to another school 
With change or residence 3 s 8 .Ja 
Without change of residence · 287 176 463 ·24~50 
Unclassified 9 ll 20 l.06 
Unlmow 16· 23 39 2.06 
Total 380 279 6$9 34.8S 
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reveal that transfer to other schools with change of residence, heal.th 
problems; military service, lack of motivation,, disciplinary problems, 
and financial reasons were responsible for the withdrawal of 40 students 
(2.12 per cent ot the total enrollm.ent). 
It should be noted that subject difficulties accounted for J8.S7 
per cent of all 'Withdrawals exclusive of those students who transferred 
to the newly opened high schools in the county• Many' staff members 
interviewed felt that a significant contribution to the continuous 
growth and develo:pment of the total school program could be made by 
stimulating improvements in the curriculum and methods of instruction 
whi~h would meet the needs of these students., Some felt that modifica-
tion of the existing program was a more pressing problem than the con• 
stxiiction of vocational schools which have aa their objective oecupa• 
tional competency-, and, hence 1 have no place for those Whose mental 
abilities are below average. 
IV. BASIC DATA CONCERNING THE COMMUNlTt 
The school community for a public school is the area and popula-
tion of the district which is legally responsible for the supp:irt and 
control of the school.> Chesterfield County operated eight secondary 
schools with a total enrollment or 61668 for the 1963-64 session. 
Thomas Dale High School serves the area from Fal.l.1ng Creek and 
~ational Study of Secondary School Evaluation, op. cit. 1 p. 30~ 
'' 
l9 
the Atlantic Coastline Railroad on the north, to Hopewell (James River) 
on the east1 to Beechwoed Avenue on the south, and to Beach on the west. 
!!:!?.! ~ Eo@ation. Chesterfield County with a land area of h60 
square miles lies in central Virginia between the James and Appomattox 
Rivers. Its population according to the 1960 census was 711197. Its 
estimated population for 1?6h 1a 841$00. Community facilities include a 
number or churches representing many of the major Protestant denomina-
tions and the Roman Catholic faith. 
Occupational status!! adults. One realistic basis by Which 
young people can determine their place in the occupational structure of 
society is to learn about jobs held by their parents or by other citi• 
. zens ot the community. Many Chesterfield people are e~aged 1n manu.fao• 
turlng and trade. Some work in nearby cities. Large numbers are em• 
ployed in the plants ot the duPont CompGJ17 which have been developed :1n 
the county since 19281 and in the more recently established plants of 
the All.1ed Chemical and Dye Corporation and Reynolds Metals Company. In 
addi'tiion to chemicals (annania1 ·sodiums nitrate, cellophane, and nylon 
. . 
fibers), Chesterfield manufactures excelsior, lumber millw-ork; fiber-
glass boats, aluminum extrusions, foil laminated cartons; molded plastic . 
6 
· , products 1 and found27 casti~s. 
As shown in Table VI, ·page 201 the total work force for Chester-
6nirtsion of Industrial Development and Planning1 Economic Data 
Chesterfield Countz (Richmond, Virginia: Division of Industrial DeveiOP-
ment and Planning, 1964). 
TABLE VI' 
WORK FORCE COMPONENTS FOR CHESTERFIELD COUNTY FOR 
MARCH1 1960 · 
TOTAL WORK liORCE 
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
MANUFACTURING 
I.nmber & J\lrniture 
Chemicals 
"All other'l Manufacturing 
NONMANUFACTURING 
Construction 
· Public Utilities 
Trade 
Finance Insurance & Real Estate 
Service 
Government 
ALL OTHER NON.AGRICULTURAL* 
AGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL UNEMPLOIMENT 
Per cent of Work Force 
16,460 
15,620 
s,1ao 
170 S,4SO 
·160 
6,S6o 
810 
400 
860 
80 
$10 
3,900 
2,910 
S10 
640 
3.9 
•Includes self-employed, unpaid family and domestic workers., 
(Adapted from. Virginia Employment Commission, Research, Statistics, and 
Information Division.) 
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field Cm:mty for March, 1960 was 161460. Ot this number there were 
1$1820 employed. ·The data reveal that. there were S, 780 engaged in manu-
tacturingJ 6,$60 engaged 1n nonrnanuracturi~ which included construc-
tion, public utilities, trade, finance insurance and real estate. ser-
'rl.ce, and government workJ and 2;910 engaged in all other nonagricul-
tural work 'Hhich included self-employed, unpaid family and domestic 
workBra. Only $70 were agricultural workera. The 640 who were unem-
ployed comprised. 3-9 per cent of the work force. 
The per capita personal income tor Chesterfield County for 1962 
was ~1462 as compared with the per capita·personal. income for t.he state 
of Virginia o:t $21018. The median income in 19~9 for Chesterfield 
County families was $61 707. The per cent hav~ incomes less than 
$3,000 was 9.9.7 
The impact of economic diversity is evident at Thomas Dale High 
School where pupils from all socio-economic levels a.re found. These 
young people need help in discoverir.g ways to achieve occupational sat-
isfaction commensurate with their abilities and interests. Baaed upon 
evidence obtained from research and concerns expressed by representa-
tives of eldlled trades, books are being developed b7 some publishers 
which describe many workers that pupils never hear about, and teacher 
mater.tals designed to integrate vocational concepts into the existing 
curriculum are aleo being explored. 8 
7Ibid •• p. 1. 
-Bwait~r M. Lifton, "The Elementary School• s Responsibility For 
:Educational status £! adults.. Figure 11 page 231 shows that S9 
per cent of the fatoors of Thomas Dale students completed high school 
while 69 per cent of the mothers of Thomas Dale students finished high 
school. 
Many higher educational institutions are conveniently close to 
Chesterfieid County. Pl"Olllinent among these are the University or Rich-
mond, Richmo?ld Professional Institute, Riobard Bland College.f Medical 
College of Virginia, and Union Theological Seminary. 9 
Recreational omrtunities. All kinds or excellent entert.ainment 
are available to the people ot Chesterfield. Many attend the concerts 1 
lecture series, theater productions, art exhibits1 "am sports events in 
the adjoining cities of Richmond and Petersburg.10 
Recreational facilities 1n the county include numerous public and 
private swinming pools and tour golf eout"Ses. Deer and .foxhunting are 
popular. The Appomattox and James Rivel'Sotfer good fishing.n 
Pocahontas State Park and Forest cover 71604 aores in the center 
or the county. The park 0£ about 2,004 acres has good roads and hiking 
trails, three lakes ff>r swirmnin~t.t boating, and .tishing1 playing fields 
Today•s Vocational Misfits," SRA Guidance Newsletter, December 1959• 
January 1960, Special Repc)rt (Chica.go; Illinoisi Science Research Asso-
ciates, Inc., 1960). 
9D1vision ot Industrial Development and Planning, .!?£•.ill• t P• $. 
lOibid. 1 P• 2. 
-
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Figure l. Percentage of 'parents of Thomas Dale students 
who completed high school. 
2) 
tor various sports, picnic facilities, 3-nd. three large group camps for 
the use of organizations. Throughout tht' county the athletic tields·of 
the public scho•le are available tor community use. Civic clubs, 
churohes1 h·B clubs, and other groups have well-plamed programs that 
provide local recreation and activities.· Fo~ Darling is a county- owned 
and operated palic \lhi.ch has recently- been restored by the fed.oral gov ... 
er:ment. The county maintains a boat landing on the Jqes River, and. at 
the Courthouse are two lighted baseball diamonds and a lighted footba::J.l 
12 field. 
Health facilities. Chesterfield County is adjacent to Richmond, 
one of the leading medical centers of the South. The county public 
health department has of'fioes in Chesterfield and a staff of mrses, 
sanitarians, and a health director. Olin1cs and other public hea1th 
services are provided county-wide. JJ When necessary Thomas Dale stu-
dents ara l'Sfer!"ed to appropriate persons or agencies 1n the surrounding 
cities. 
Public !'irumces. The rates of local tax levies per $100 tor 
Chesterfield County in 1%3 on real estate were i2.6o, on tangible per-
sonal property &3.001 ~d on mnehineey and tools t.S,. The trne value 
on real estate will be eonsiderabl.7 below these nominal rates, since 
according to the Virginia Dopartment of Taxation; the average ratio ot 
12Ib1d •. 
--
2S 
the assessed value of real estate to its actual sale .value· in 1962 was 
31.3 per cent in Chesterfield County. According to the Virginia State 
CorporationCanmission1 the state-wide ratio of the aasesaed value of 
public service cot"pOration prope:rt;y to its true. value is 40.0 per cent. 
The aggregate assessed values subject to taxes in Chesterfield County 
for 1962 wre ~0.3,3$51827. lh 
The t2tal budget for schools in Cbester.f.'ield County tor 196lr6$ 
is $141607 ,36.4. F.ror1 the county general fund budget $6,198,098 will be 
expended. is 
Ill. SUMMARY 
Thomas Dale High School with a current enrollment of lJJ.8 offers 
a general diploma and a college preparatory diploma. Special attention 
is given by many staff members to those pupils \ltho deviate from normal 
grade placement. Since a qualitative analysis of a pupilta test per-
formance can be used in lD.8Il1 ways, tests are given regularly to secure 
data on the mental ability of pupils. Some staff members interviewed, 
especially those on eighth grade level, felt that the provisions being 
made tor pupils Who deviated somewhat from nonnal in il\ental ability were 
inadequate. This. is not a situation unique at Thomas. Dale High School, 
however, as edueatora elsewhere in the state expressed a need. £0'!: 
special educational programs to deal with the differential abilities of 
1bibid., PP• .$-6. 
-
l.Ssta.tement by M. w. Burnett, personal interrlev. 
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pupils. Family mobility has not been a major problem at Thomas Dale. 
In September, 19631 24.; per cent ot the total enrollment transferred 
without change of residence to newly opened high schools 1n the county. 
Subject dif.f'iculties1 marriage,, and parental indifference were major 
reasons tor pupil drop.outs in the twelve month period prior to Septem-
ber, 1963. Many staff members felt that. changes in the curriculum and 
methods of instruction would improve the situation relative to with• 
drawals. 
Chesterfield Count7 with a land area of 460 square miles and a 
population of 711197 according to the 1960 census operated eight secon-
da.17 schools with a total enrollment of 6_.866 tor the 196.3-64 session. 
Many Chesterfield people engage in manufacturing and trade. Sllght17 
more than halt of the fatmrs ot Thomas Dale students completed high 
school while approximately two-thirds or their mothers finished high 
school. Many recreational opportunities are afforded the people of 
Chesterfield; and adequate health facilities are available in the county 
and the cities ot Richmond, Petersburg, and Hopewell. 
CHA.P?ER III 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE COUNSELIW SERVICE 
Each school 1'1'11lst organize its guidance program, the tocal point 
of which is the counseling service, to tit its own needs, and the tlXtent 
to Which guidance fllnctions are performed by statr mmbera will depend 
on many variables such aa the size ot the school, the qualifications of 
the personnel, and the degree of develo:i;ment of the guidance program 
within the school. An appraisal of the present state of the counseling 
service is needed be.fore procedures for initiating improvements can be 
made, 
In order to determine the ettectiveness ot the Thomas Dale High 
School counseling service it is necessary to know something about its 
organization1 the qualifications ot its personnel, and the availability 
of its services, the counseling service is available to all students 
throughout all their years in school, While etress is placed on the 
preventive, develo,P1'11ental1 and educational aspects tor the majority of 
students, the tew deviates are not overlooked.. Referral agencies are 
· utilized for the maladjusted and ·otherwise handicapped. The counseling 
service strives to help students achieve insight into their desires, 
motives, and problems and to make choices and adjustments in wch a way 
that they mature in their ability to make wiee and independent decisions. 
Only behavior wich is self ... selected and is consistent with the coun-
28 
solee 1 s set or values and his goals. is meaningful to him. 1 
I. ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNSELING SERVICE 
'fhomas Dale High Sehool subscribes to the theocy that providing 
tor the successtul operation 0£ a counseling program is primarily the 
'£unction or the school administrator• The extent to which the adminis-
trator is able to provide adequate facilities, trained counselors, and 
suf ticient time for counseling and to foster among teachers and students 
an attitude conducive to effective counseling will determine to a great 
extent the success of the program.. 2 Unless there is an identification 
with the counseling service and the acceptance of responsibility for the 
counseling service by the teachers; it is improbable that improvements 
in the service will be made. 
A number of prineiples affect the organization and operation of 
an etf ective counseling serv:lce. For the purpose of emphasizing the 
need tor purposetul. planning, some of the prlnoiples gemane to system• 
atic planning of the counseling service are reviewed: all pupils must 
be served by the counseling service, counseling emphaSea should be 
determined b7 the instit~tional objectives1 administrative support is 
essential, staff support is needed, professional leadership is vital, 
lDaisy P. Reames, "The School Counselor.," Vijlinia Journal,!?! 
Ed.Ucation, Volume LVII, Number 8 (April, 1964), P• l • 
2state Department ot Education, Guidance Services, Division of 
Special Services, Guidance Handbook Tentative, Volume 451 .No. 13 (Rich• 
mon<l, Virginiat Commonweal th of Virginia• May 1 1963) 1 P• 67., 
released time £or counseling is necessary., adequate funds must be pro-;. 
vided1 ,and the couns~ling 'service must be contimou~ly evalua~ed.3 To 
the extent that finances permit the Thomas Dale administrator structures 
the guidance program around.these principles. He has provided active 
administrative support, adequate physical facilities, and trained and 
experienced full•time counselors. In some instances working .relation-
ships between counselors and other stat'f members would be more satisfac-
tory if delineation of responsibility and functions was more clearly 
defined and worked out in written form. 
II. QUALIFICATIONS OF OOUNSELORS 
If counseling is to be affective,, it is necessaq to haVe compe-
tent counselors. All of the full•time counselors at Thomas Dale are 
certified and experienced. Minim'llm qualifications for guidance coun-
selors adopted by the Virginia State Board or Education Which became 
effective 1n September, 1961 follow: 
a. The Collegiate Professional Certiticate 
b. One or more years of successful teaching experienceJ 
c. A minimum of 15 semester hours (pre.f erable at the graduate 
level) in at least four or the following five areas; one of 
which must be in Counseling and one in Tests and Measurementas 
(1) Principles and Practices of Guidance 
(2) Counseling 
(3) Tests and Measurements (4) Occupational an1 Educational Information 
(Including Curricular Offering) 
(S) Understanding the Individual 
(In Relation to His Educational Needs)J and 
3a1enn E. Smith, Counseling in the Secondary School (New Yorke 
The Macmillan Company, 19SS), PP•, J.Ib..5>: 
d• Good physical and mental health and personal qualities which 
merit the confidence of pupils, pa.rents, teachers, and school 
administrators,. 
A person having responsibility for coordination of guidance ser-
vices within a school should have completed a graduate course in 
the Organization and Administration of a Guidance l'rogram.4 · 
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Since it is considered important for counselors to continue their 
study beyond these min:i.mwn qualifications, an increasing number of caun-
selors are working toward or even beyond a master•s dogree,S 
llI. COUNSEWR-PUPIL RATIO 
The counselor-pupil ratio at Thanas Dale High School.is 1·to 395. 
The State Board of Fducation recommended counselor..pupll ra.tio in the 
secondary schools is l to 37S while the Virginia Plan tor Guidance under 
NDEA.recommended counselor-pupil ratio isl to 250•· 
IV. COUNSELING ASSIGNMENTS 
The guidance coordinator at ThO!l".as Dale High School not only' 
cooroinates the guidance services but spends much time in individual. 
counseling. There are two tull-time counselors and three teacher-
counselors whe devote one period per da1 to counseling.·· After study, 
experimentation, and suggestions from experts, Thomas Dale develop$d a 
procedure .f'ol" assigning counselors that ia uniqul' in this area. The 
hstate Board of Education, Standards !g!~ Accre.dititl§ of 
Secondm Schools, Bulletin, Vol. XXXXII, May, No. 7 (Richmond, V!rginias 
Commonwealth ot Virginia, 1960) 1 P• 19. 
Sstate Department of Education, !22.•'. ~· 
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guidance cooroinator is responsible tor educational. and vocational coun-
seling on eighth grade level; one tull·time counselor works with college• 
bound students 1n grades ten,, eleven, and twelve; and the other full-time 
counselor has a parallel vocational program. tor students Who do not plan 
to attend college. The guidance coordinator and the teacher-counselors 
work with the remaining students. 
A guidepost from an expert points out the need tor such speciali-
zation within a group of counselorst 
It seems quite likely that the counselor's rather large respon-
sibility tor understanding psy-chological appraisal, as well as 
the various ldnds of constantly changing information needed for 
student planning &lld transition to the next educational level, 
will require specialization within a group of counselors in aey 
given school. As a given school employs more counselors, there 
will be a natural tendency !or some counselors to shift to more 
intensive operation in certain areas of counseling or to become 
especially vell infomed on certain kinds of intomation. As a 
result, other counselors will come to depend on a particular 
counselor for certain kinds of information or services. Some of 
this di vision ot labor could certainly be planned. 
Steps could be taken to eee that some counselors are encouraged. 
to become the best informed of all on further educational oppor-
tuni ties, while still othlrs attempt to keep up to date regarding 
changing occupational conditions and demands. Another might become 
apt in the interpretation of school population information to 
teaching statf' and administration. Another specialization might 
involve the school's liaison with community agencies. All must 
remain specialists in student understanding and have the capacity 
to develop a counseling relationship with students and a consulting 
relationship w.tth teachers and parents.6 · · 
6c. Gilbert Wre~.., fl.!! Counselor ..11! ! Cha~ing ;world (Washington 
9, n.c.a American Pe:rsonneI' and uuidance Association, 1962)1 p~ lhh. 
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V. DUTIES OF COUNSELORS 
The primar,y responsibility of counselors ~s couns~ling.7 Cleri• 
' ; ' . . 
cal duties sometimes prevent counselors at Thomas Dale frcm discharging 
this responsibility properly. One of the better descriptions or respon-
sibilities that most authorities agree should be assigned to counselors 
has been prepared by Roeber, Smith, and Erickson: 
i. He provides counseling services for all pupils who desire them 
or who are ref'erred to him by others. 
2. He provides technical leadership for the individual or group 
which detennines guidance policies. 
3. He carries out guidance policies. 
4. He encourages and assists in the orientation or other statt 
members to the guidance services. 
5. He acquaints himself w1. th the individual inventories of all 
students, occupational inf'onnation resources, community re-
sources, and'referral possibilities within the school. 
6. He assists teachers in discovering individual differences 
among pupils and in meeting these individual needs. 
7. He systematically collects and organizes pupil data which may 
assist administrators and teachers in the improvement of arq 
part or or the total educational program, 
8. He works and cooperates with employers, comuurdty agencies, 
and organizations committed to !urthering the welfare of 
pupils,8 
VI, SUMMARY 
The principal at Thomas Dale actively supports the counseling 
service. To the extent that finances permit he has organized the coun-
seling service in accordance with principles that most authorities agree 
7Raymond N, Hatch and Buford Sternre, Administration of Guidance 
Services (New Jerseys Prentice Hall, Inc., 195'8), P• 211. --
8Ibid. 1 P• 164, 
-
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are germane to the systematic planning of such a service. He has pro-
vided adequate facilities and ccnpetent tull•time counselors., The 
counselor-pupil ratio ie 1 to 39S. The procedure for counseling assign-
ments Which permits specialization within a group of couneelora is unique 
in this.area• 
CHAPTER IV 
SURVEYS ON THE COMPREHENSIVENESS AND EFFECTIVENESS 
OF THE COUNSELING SERVICE 
This study vas designed to evaluate the present counsel.1llg ser-
vice of Thomas Dale High School and to recommend changes that would· 
enable the serrl.ce to function more effective17. With these general 
objectives in view questionnaires were sent to twent7-four selected high 
schools in Virginia with enrollments ranging !rom ll09 to l49S. The 
survey was sent to administrators, coanselors, and teachers in each of 
these schools as well as to parents, pupils, and former students of 
Thomas Dale. The purpose of thi.s chapter is to present and interpret 
the data from the questionnaires. 
Each· principal in the 24 high schools was requested to complete 
an administrative sul"f&y', each or approximately one hundred counselors 
1n the selected high schools was asked to complete the counselor ques-
tionnaire, and bBO teachers selected at random bJ' the principal of each 
of the selected high schools were asked to supply the infonnation on the 
teacher survey torm. It was suggested that every second or third teach-
er from an alphabetical list ot staff members complete the teacher ques-
tionnaire• 
Eighteen of the twenty-tour schools. respond~. ' Completed ques-
tionnaires were received from 18 principals, S7 counselors, and 2$6 
teachers. 
or the two hundred questionnaires sent to the parents ot Thomas 
3S 
Dale students 1 162 were return~ Parents representing stratified ran-
dom sampllng were selected. The basis for stratification wa:a area of 
residence With sample percentages representing the percent.ages of popo.-
lation. One hundred surveys were sent to fomer students. Twenty-rive 
were sent to students selected tram an alphabetical list of the Class of 
19S4. In the same manner twenty-five were ohosen trcma. the Class of 1957, 
the Class of 19601 and the Class ot 1963. There.,were twenty-eight 
respondents• Teachers at Thomas Dale were asked to distribute question .. 
naires to 2$0 students• Fil'ty students were selected at ~om from 
each of the rive grade levels. . Every nth ptlpil was selected according 
to seating arrangement to comprise the.subsample frcm each classroom. 
Completed questionnaires were received from 248 pupils. 
It\ ADMINISTRATIVE RESFONSE 
The administrative questionnaire completed by eighteen adminis-
trators showed that they had an average ot 16.h years of experience in 
administrative work and an average of 3.6 courses in guidance. It also 
revealed -that the eighteen responding schools had a mean enrollment ot 
12$2. All eighteen· of the schools had organized guidance programs. 
Figure 21 page 361 shows that the rrumber of secondary-school personnel. 
assigned to f'ull-tht$ counseling was thirty (37 per cent); and the num-
ber of secorxlary--schoel. personnel assigned to part.time counseling was 
ruty .. two (63 per cent). or these eighty-two counselors, Figure 31 
page 36, reveals that 37 per cent held a state counael.or•s certificate 
but did no1; hold a master's degreeJ 33 per cent held a master's degree_. 
Full-time counselors 
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Percentage o! Adm1nistrative Response 
Figure 2. Administrative response on the number of 
secondary-school personnel assigned to .full-tine counseling 
and to part-tine counseling. 
State counselor's certificate 
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Percentage of Administrative Response 
Figure 3. Administrative response on the number ot 
secondary-school personnel assigned to counseling who hold a 
sta~e counselor's certificate and the number who hold a 
master's degree. 
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but only 20 per cent held a master•a degree 111.th guidance or psycholog1 
as the field or concentratio~. The average ratio or counseling statt 
time to .total school a·tatr time was 1121. The ratio ot counseling statf 
time to total sta:f'f time ranged from 1110 to 1160. The average coun-
salor-:Pupil ratio in the schools was l138S. 
Physical facilities tor guidance 1n ruteen schools included a 
guidance unit which waa aepa.rate from but near the adminiatrative offi-
ces~ ID fourteen achoola the guidance.unit was accessible b7 a direct 
entrance frOlll ~he corridor; in seventeen schools the guidance unit waa 
readil:y accessible to atudents; and in fourteen schools the guidance 
unit was readily accessible from a main entrmce. 
An adequate and attractive reception area was tound in eleven 
or the schools, a conference or multipurpose room in eight of the 
schools, private counseling oftices 1n fifteen of the schoole1 adequate 
and conveniently' located storage rac1Uties in ten of the schools, a 
telephone tor each counseling office in nine of the schools, necessa.17 
supplies and materials.in ~ixteen ot the school.81 and functional and 
attractive .fu.rnishinga and equipment in fourteen of the schools. 
Figure h, page 38, reveala that 56 per cent ot the administrators 
considered personality the most import;ant qualification of a counselor, 
22 per cent considered experience the mos\ important qual.1.fication of a 
cOUil.Selor, and 17 per cent considered traWr1g the most important qiali• 
fication ot a counselor. 
Table VII, page 39, shows that seven adm.inistrators ranked re• 
liability as the most important personal qu.alit7 or a counselor, tlnd 
Experience 
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Percentage of Administrative Response 
Figure 4. Administra~ive response on the most impor-
tant qualifications of counselors. 
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PERSONAL QUALITm or A coUNSEi.oR RANKED m oRDER 
· . OF IMPORTANCE BI AIMINIS'fRATORS 
39 
Personal:quality ·Rank by frequency- ·of response l 2 J b s 6 1 8 
Ability to interrelate with others 3 10 0 2 l l 
Ability to ·keep confidemes 1 1 Ii s· 3 l 0 l 
Cheerfulness 0 l 0 3 2 s 4 l 
Finotional stability s 0 1 2 2 0 l 
Good health 0 0 0 0 2 q· 3 6 
Mental al.ertness' l 
' 
2 l 3 3 3 
Personal appearance 0 0 2 l b 1. 3 s 
Rellabilit7 7 a 2 a l l l 
that five ranked emotional. stability as the most important personal. 
quality of a counselor. 
Administrators, as indicated in Table IDI1 page 411 considered 
techniques in counseling and superv18ed experience in COIU18eling the 
most important courses ot study tor school counselors. Other courses 
not listed in Table VIII, page kl., recommended by administrators tor 
. . 
counselors were administration of a guidance_~ogram, economics, humani-
ties, individual analysis,· individual testing,; and mental hygiene. 
In checking. functions tor llhich administrators indicated .. the. 
.. . '" ' 
degree ot responsibility they usu.med, .:titteen, aa shown in Table IX1 
page la; stated they assumed complete responsibility tor proViding time 
1n the 1chool schedule for counseling and related guidance service. 
Some responsibility was assumed by most principals tor orienting pupils 
to guidance services; encouraging individual guidance interviells; giving 
leadership in prov.I.ding in-service education in guidance for profession-
al staff membersJ encouraging guidance personnel· to continue profession• 
al education) making recommendations to the superintendent for qual.U'ied 
professional. and ·clerical. personnelJ participating 1 when practical, in 
guidance conterencesJ interpreting guidance services to staff, parents, 
and co1'1111Unit7J studying the socioeconomic and cultural aspects of the 
camnunity as these affect the particular needs ot the studentsJ into:nn-
ing the staff and the ccnmmmity ··or the findings or follow-up studies and 
researchJ and participating in a continual. evaluation of the guidance 
program within the school. 
A trained psychologist was em.ployed 1n two schools. Psychological 
TABLE VIII 
COURSF.s OF STUDY FOR SCHOOL COUNSELORS RANKED IN 
ORDER or IMPORI'ANCE BY ADMDUSTRATORS 
Bank b.r trequency of response 
l 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 Course of study 
Fducational and occupational intomation 3 2 l 4 l 4 l l 
PhUosop}\y 2 2 0 l 3 2 6 
Psychologf 2 2 4 2 s 0 2 
Research methods 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 h 
Sociology- 0 0 l 3 l 2 l 8 
Supervised experience in counseling 2 6 3 2 l 0 2 l 
Techniques in counseling 8 l 3 2 l 2 
Tests and measurement 0 b s l s 0 l l 
DEGREE or RESPONSIBILITY ASSUMED BY ADMINISTRATOBS 
JUR VARIOUS i'ONCTIONS 
iUnction 
Degree or Responsibility 
Complete Some No 
Provide time in the school schedule for 
counseling and related guidance service l$ 2 
Orient pupils to guidance services 2 lS 
Fncourage individual guidance interviews 2 lS 
Give leadership in providing in-service 
education in guidal'Jce for professional 
atat.f' members s 12 
Encourage guidance personnel to continue 
lh professional education 
' Make recommendations to the superintendent for qualified professional am clerical 
8 personnel . 9 
Participate, when practical, in guidance 
14 conferences 3 
· Interpret guidance serdces to stall 1 
14 parents1 · and c0ll'l!mnit7 2 l 
Study the socioeconomic and cultural 
aspects of the community as these af'fect is the particular needs of the students 0 2 
Intom the start and the ccrtmlln1t7 ot the 
findings of follow-up studies and 
16 research 0 l 
.. 
Participate in a continual evaluation of 
the guidance program 1li thin the school 7 9 
services were available on a referral. basis 1n t.wel ve schooi.. i\lll• 
time clerical helpers were assi.gned to the guidance department. in. one 
school) part-time clerical. helpera were· assigned to the counseling de-
partment in ten schools. In five schools counselors served as checkers 
or absentees, and in eight schools counselors were assigned clerical 
duties. Start. meetings were employed 1n sixteen schools and extension 
courses were ottered in twelve schools for in-sernce training in guid• 
ance of the entire statl. 
Principals in sixteen schools felt that theJ made a schedule ot 
classes and school activities which provided tor t~ interest imd needs 
ot each student, and sttYenteen believed that the7 made a schedule which 
provided an opportunity for each student to ut~ize guidar:ice services. 
'l'h9 data regarding special classes available in the eighteen 
schools resp0nding to the survey are presented in Table x, p-age 1&4. 
Developmental reading classes were.ottered in five schools, .special 
classes tor slow learners in fonr schools, special classes tor advanced 
' ' 
students in three schools, an honor class ror exceptional students in 
one school, a class on how to studJ' in one school, and an exte~sion 
course in one school. 
Thi-ee administrators said t,hat the,- knew the total. amount of 
guidance support provided in the budget. The average amount spent tor 
gu1d-2nce services in these schools exclusive of salaries was tour bun• 
dred dollars per year. 
The principal results of th~ adm1nistratiw surver are listed as 
foll.owes 
Cl.U• 
Develol)ment4 reading 
Extension counee . . . . , . 
Honor classes .Co'#' except.1Qll8l etudenta 
How to atud7 
Special class• tor slow leam8l"$ 
Spec1el clanes tor. tadvanoed student. 
> l 
1 
1 
h 
3 
· *s0?110 of the school.I SUl'VeJed nported no epecia1 pro-
gre::ia of this ~.. On the other band, aome school.a reported . 
u mall1' •..s three rJpecial programa within the aaae school• . 
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l. All eighteen ·of the high ·schools responding to :the survq 
had organised guidance programs. 
hS 
2. Of the e1ght7-tvo counselors in these schools, 37 per cent 
held a state counselor• s certificate but did not hold a · 
master•s degreeJ .33 per cent held a in.aster•• degree, but 
only' 20 per cent held a master's degree with guid;i;tee or 
psychology as the field of concentration. 
3. The average counselor-p11pU ratio was l.t38S. 
4. More than halt of the schools had adequate ph78ical facili-
ties. 
S. · A majority of the administrators considered.· personality the 
most important quaJ.11'ication of a counselor •. 
6. Reliability and emotional. atabili ty were ranked as the most 
important prsanal qualities o£ counselors. 
7. Adm1nistrators believed that techniqud o:t counsttl.il'lg arx1 
supervised experience in counseling were the mQst important 
courses or study for counselors. 
8. Two of the schools had trained psychologists. In twelve " 
schools psychological sel"lices were available on a re!erral 
basis. 
9. Ful.1-time clerical helpers were asuigned to the guida.."tCe 
department in ~e aohoolJ part-time clerical helpers were 
assigned· to the counseling·. department in ten schools. 
10. In five schools counselors served as checkers of ·absentees, 
and in eight schools counselors were assigned clerical 
duties. 
11. Staff .meetings and extension courses were the chief methods 
employed 1n schools for in-service training in guidance of 
the entirt ataft'• . 
12. Special classes were available in ten ot the schools. In 
addition to developmental reading classes, there were 
classes tor advanced students -8 -11. aa for slow learn.era • 
. 13. Three administrators supplied tbe total amount or guidance 
support provided in the budget, and the average amount spent 
in these schools exclusive of salaries was tour hundred 
dollars per year. ' 
14• The number or years ot experience in administrative woxk 
ranged trom one year to thirt7-seven years with an average 
of 16.4 19ars. 
lS. The average mimber of courses in guidance taken by adminis· 
trators was 3.6. . 
II. TEA.cHEa RESPONSE 
Ot the 2'6 teacher respondents, 9S per cent stated that they re-
garded c011nseling as a professional activity requiring specitic know-
ledge and ak:111a. 
Figure S 1 page 471 shows that 48 per cent ot the teacher respon• 
dents often acquainted pupils with the value• and availability ot the 
counseling service, 48 per cent occasional.11' acquainted pupils with the 
service, and 2 per cent never discussed the. service. 
Data in Figure 6, page 48, present teacher response on the tre-
quenc7 with Which teachers conferred with counaelors and other special-
ists regarding the problems ot individual pupils and then u.tUized the 
information th8J' provided. The respondents indicated that 38 per cent 
often conferred with counselor151 and 2 per cent never conferred with 
counselors. 
In discussing the relationship between the counselor and discip. 
line, 2 per cent believed that the counselor should enforce discipline, 
92 per cent said the counselor should help the student analyze hie 
problems and formulate acceptable patteml ct behavior, and 6 per cent; 
stated that there should be no relationship. 
An af.f'irmative response was received from 82 per cent of the 
teachers when they were questioned on whether they provided a classroom. 
Often 
No response 
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Figure 5. Teacher response on frequency with which 
teachers acquaint pupils with the values and availability of 
the counseling service in the school. 
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Figure 6. Teacher response on frequency with which 
teachers confer with counselors and other speciaJ.is~s regard-
ing problems of indi viaual pupils and then u til1ze the inf or-
mation provided. 
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tree from tension. It was noted that UL per cent st11ted that they 
pl.aced a premium on con.f'orming behavior and that 20 per cent tailed to 
reapond to thi.8 · questio~ 
Greater emphasis in the -instructional program was placed by 8 per 
cent of the teachen on imparting subject matter for its ow sake1 by 
63 per cent on teac.ld.ng students according to their needs and capacities, 
and 9 per cent did not respond to th1s item. 
When asked to rank according to importance the areas in which the7 
would like assistance in-1f01id.ng -and· counseling with their students, 
teachers listed the guidance services available in the school, an ex-
planation of instruments for-the appraisal of personal qualities of 
students such as rating scales, and the \1Sea and limitations ot stan-
dardized tests .. - - : · 
Teachers 'stated that the greatest\ strengths of the c011nSeling 
program were, according to frequency of' response, the help college-bwnd 
students received, the assistance given to students in analysing their 
problems,, the scheduling of students in classes, the individual counsel-
ing program, the trienclliness of the start, the counselor's contact with 
parents, student growth in seli"-un.derstanding1 , and the conscientious 
classroom ·-teacher. -
Teachers listed -8 the greatest weaknessea of the counseling pro-
gram insufficient t:tme, underata:tted departments and overworked couusel• 
ors, need tor psychiatrists, poor chamels- of oc:mmnication.1 clerica:J. 
duties, lim.1ted trainin8 o! counselorst impersonal attitude of counsel• 
ors, and failure or counselors to understand the student. 
Recommendations tor 1mproving the counseling program included 
1'11l•time counselors 1 employment of psychiatrists t · care.tu.l screening of 
students for cl.uses, empl01ment or clerical help, more vocational coun-
seling, lower cou.nselo~pipil ratio, employment of men and women as coun-
selors• and more understanding camselors. 
m. COUNSELOR RESPONSE 
The data ·in Figure 71 page Sl1 reveal that 39 per cent of the 
counsel.ors oonterred with each of their counseled 1.nd1viduall1 once 
during ·each year, .36 per cent counseled with ·ea.ch or their counseleea 
indirtdual.17 twice du~ the year, and 9 per cent met tr.1th their coun-
selees tlu"ee times or more each year. 
Counselors placed. emphasis, as shown 1n Figure 81 page S'2, on 
preventive measures rather than l'eJ!ledial measures. The responses indi• 
cated that 86 per cent of the counselors were concemed primarlly with 
preventive counaelirJg ,wh:l.le S per cent were concerned primarily, with 
remedial measures. 
Figure 91 page. S'21 indicates that 21 per cent of the counselors 
visited other schools to .observe guidance prcgrams in action. Many 
stated t.hat they hoped time and tu.nds would permit visits in tbe fU.ture. 
The approaches used by counselors in their interrlewa with stu-
dents and parents ate shown in Figure 101 page SJ. The directive ap.. 
proach was used by 14 per cent, the eclectic. approach ~ 54 per cent, 
and the non-directive approach by 21 per cent. 
Responses from 98 per cent of the counselors indicated that it 
Once 
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Figure 7. Counselor response on number of times coun-
selors counsel with each of their counselees individually 
during each year. 
Preventive measures 
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Figure 8. Counselor response on measures with which 
counselors are primarily concerned. 
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Figure 9. Counselor response on whether counselors 
Visit· other schools to observe guidance programs in action. 
Directive 
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Figure 10. Counselor response on approaches most,orten 
used in interviews with bo~h pupils and parents. 
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was very important tor counselors themselves to be well adjusted. Table 
n, page SS, shows that counselors considered integrity am the ability 
to cope With one• s own problems important personal qualities for coun-
selors. Respect tor the needs of others and the abi11t7 to work har-
mon1oual7 w1th others were also considered important. 
The data in Figure 111 page ;6, reveal that 42 per cent· ot the 
counselors believed there was a need tor better commnication between 
the administration and the counselors.· Counselon suggested that im-
provement be made b7 regular, .frequent meetings between administrators . 
and counselorsJ b7 the reporting ot pert1nent.1ntormatioll at frequent; 
regular meeting&J b7 an effort to understand the problems or each otberJ 
and b7 the appointment of a guidance director in school systems without 
one. 
Figure 121 page $61 ehoV8 that 6S per. cent of the counselors 
stated that there was a need for better comunication between the coun-
aelora and the teachers. Counselors believed that improved channels of 
communication could be obtained by counselors attencl1ng meetings With 
department heads) by conferences between counselors and teachers; b,-
counaelors attending occasional.17 the departmental meet1ngsJ by orienta-
tion sessions with new teachersJ by adminiatrative interpretation or the 
progran.J b7 in-service training in human behaVior1 ethics, and guidance 
servicesJ by providing time during the school dq tor consulting rela-
tionships with teachers and parentsJ by case conterencesJ b7 employment 
ot younger teachersJ and by meetings with homerom teachers. _ 
' 
Figure JJ, page S7, reveals that 88 per cent of the counselors 
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TABLE ll 
PERSONAL QUALITIES OF A COUNSELOR RANKED lH ORDF.a 
.QF IMPOR?ANC~ ~y COUNSELORS 
Personal qualit7 
Rank by frequency or· response 
l 2 .3 4 s 6 1 
Ability to cope vith one•s ovn problems 16 10 9 6 s 3 l 
Ability to work hamoniousl7. with ' 
others s 9 lS 9 1) 2 
Acceptable personal appearance 0 0 0 2 7: 21 22 
Integrity 20 6 7 13 6 l 
Leadership ability 0 b l l s 16 26 
Respect for the needs or others. 3 14 17 9 6 3 l 
~cant moral and spil"J.tual values 8 l2 s 10 9 7 2 
Yes 
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Figure 11. Counselor response on indication of need 
for better comiml.nication between the administration and the 
counselors. 
Yes 
response 
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Figure 12. Counselor.response on indication of need 
!or better connnunication between the counselors and the 
teachers. 
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Help student analyze his problems 
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Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 13. Counselor response on the relationship of 
the counselor to discipline. 
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believed that the counselor should help the student analyze hi8 problems 
and tonnulate acceptable pat.terns of behavior, ard 12 per cent said the 
counsel.or should have no relationship to discipline. 
Table m, page )91 &hows that counselor& considered techniques 
in counseling, ps,choloQ'; and auperdsed experience in counseling the 
most important courses of atu.d7 tor counselors. 
., 
other courses counselors considered important included group 
c0\Ulsel1ng1 organisation and admini~ration ot a. guidance curriculum, 
. . 
individual analysis, personnel work, humanities, human growth and devel-
opnent; stud1 sldlls, developmental rea.ding, new teaching pracedures., 
mltiple counseling, school am c0Jmm1nity relations, individua1 testing, 
trema in counseling, typing, aid English composition. 
Counselors stated that they maintained the conticlentiality ot 
information obtained in counseling by keeping confidential tiles; prac-
ticing professional ethics, omitting personal data from the interview 
card, and locking the tiles.~ 
Provisions for follow-up and assistance, when desirable for each 
student ccwiseled1 were made b7 96 per cent or the cou.naelors. Confer. 
ences With parents, lib.en a need was indicated, were held by 98 per cent 
ot the c0Ull8elors. 
While some counselors placed major emphasis on general counsel• 
1ng1 others placed major emphas:S.-s on educational. COl.lnSeling~ Figure 14, 
page 601 shows that )9 per cent were concemed primarl~ with general 
counseling, and 39 per cent were concerned prl.mari:q with educational 
counseling. 
TAm.R XII 
COUBSES OF STUDY roa· SCHOOL COUNSELORS RANKED 
IN OBDER OF IMFORTANOE BI COUNSELORS 
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Rank by f:requencr ot :response 
l 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 Course of stuey · 
Educational and eccupational int'ormation l 0 ll 21 10 6 s 2 
Philosophy 7 2 h s s 8 9 lb 
Psrchology 17 12 9 6 1 h 
Research methods 0 0 0 l 2 10 17 2h 
Sociology 0 2 4 3 10 is lS 4 
Supervised experience m·e0Ull$el1ng 1 l5 8 3 7 s s 6 
Techniques 1n counseling 21 20 6 3 4 0 l 
Tests and measurements 2 s 1) 14 9 6 2 1 
General counseling 
0 10 20 30 40 50 6o 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 14. Counselor response on type of counseling 
with 'Which counselors are primarily concerned. 
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. As shown in Figure lS, page 621 26 per cent or the counselors 
were responsible for special types of counseling such as college counsel-
ing, vocational. counseling, testing, psycbiatrl.c referrals, group coun-
eeling1 eched\11~.ng. and treabman program. p].am:d.ng. 
Figure 16, page 621 reveals that 49 per 'cent ot the counselon1 
sponsored a class o:r organis..,tion. Clubs and tenior classes led the 
list of activities sponsored by the cotWJele>rs. 
Responses ot counselor& indicated general. agreement among coun-
selors as to appropriate counselor.duties., Conferring with parentsJ 
assisting students in edUcational. planning, vocational planning, and 
personal and C10c1al problems J and interpreting and discussing inf'orma-
t:t.on conceming a student•s a.bil1ties1 aptitudes, and. interests were 
considered appropriate duties of counselore b;r 96 w 100 per cent of the 
respondents. Pl"O'V'i.d1ng group orientation was listed as an eppl'Opriate 
duty of counselors by 91 per cent ot the counselors, &cussing t.he 
school program by 86 per cent ot the counsG1Ql"81 Ind &s$isting students 
' 
in appJ.Ying for employment by Sh per cent ot tbs counselors. 
It was noted that; 3S per cent of the respondents considered 
clerical duties inappropriate duties for a counselor,. other duties 
listed as inappropriate included pupil aecounting1 discipline, monitor-
ing, teaching a class, and ebecld.ng pemanent records~ Figure 17 • page 
641 sboWS that 32 per cent of the counselors were NqUired to perform. 
miscellaneous duties which hindered them 1n working with individual stu-
dents. 
AJJ. of the respondents stated. that a counselor should have 
Yes 
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Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 15. Counselor response on whether counselors 
are responsible for any type of special counseling. 
Yes 
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Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 16. Counselor response on whether counselors 
sponsor any classer organization. 
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successfu.l teaching experience. Figure 18, page 641 shows that 70 per 
cent ot the respondents believed that a counselor should' have work ex• 
perience in addition to edncative experience. 
Pigu.1'$ 19, page 6S, reveals that it> per cent of the counselors 
considered state certification adequate training for cou.nselorsJ 39 per 
cent, a master' a degree adequate traininfU and 18 ·per cent, training 
beyond the master•s degree level adequate prepartl.tion. 
; Figure 201 page 66, shows that 42 per cent(of the counselors did 
not haVe sufficient time to confer with sta.tt members about plans and 
activities affecting their counselees. , 
Data in Figure 211 page 66, il'ldicate that 93 per cent ot the 
cou.nselorsparticipated in activities ot professional associations. 
The major strengths of the counseling service as seen by the 
counselors were active administrative asupport, dedicated counselors, 
well•trained counselors• good. rapport with teachers and students, and 
. ideal physical planta. 
Inadequate time for counseling atudents, contacting pa.rents, and 
. professional. read.ingJ inadequate physical facilities; lack of clerical 
helpJ and a high coanselor-pupil ratio were listed as the major weak-
nesses of the CtllllSeling service by the cca.nselora. 
loW8t 
The principal reeults of the counselor 8Ul"'le7 are listed as fol-
1. Individual conferences with their counselees were· held once 
during each year b1 39 per cent ot the counselors:. twice 
during each year bf 36 per cent of the counselors, and three 
· times or more b7 9 per cent or the counselors. 
Yes 
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Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 17. Counselor response on whether counselors 
are required to perform miscellaneous duties which hinder them 
in working with indivia.ual students. 
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Figure 18. Counselor response on whether counselors 
should have work experience in addition to educative experience. 
State certification 
beyond the master's level 
0 l.0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 19. Counselor response on minimum training 
considered adequate for counselors. 
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Yes 
No response 
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0 
Percentage o! Counselor Response 
Figure 20. Counselor response on whether counselors 
have sufficient time to confer with staff members about plans 
and activities affecting their counselees. 
Yes 
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Percentage of Counselor Response 
Figure 21. Counselor response on whether counselors 
participate in professional association activities. 
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2. Most counselors were pr:lm.arlly concerned w1 th preventive 
measures rather than with remed1e.l Jll$&SUres. 
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3. In interviews t ~4 per cent or the counselors used an eclec-
. tic approach, 14 per cent a directive approach, and 21 per 
cent a non-direetive approach. 
h. Counselors believed it was very important that they be well 
a.dJusted individuals~ 
5. A need tor better communication with administrators ws 
indicated 0,- 42 per cent of the counselors. Regular and 
frequent meetings between administrators and counselors were 
sugges~ 
6. A need for better ccmamnication between counselors and · 
teachers was indicated bJ' 6S per cent of the counselors. 
Meetings with department heads ani conferences with teachers 
were recommended. 
1. Although 88 per cent of the counselors belleVed they should 
help students analyze their problems and formulate accept-
able pattems of behav1or11 there were 12 per cent who said 
the counselor should have no relationship to discipline. 
8. Techniques 1n counseling, psychoJ.ogy1 and supeni.Sed ex;. 
perience in counseling were considered. the most important 
courses et study for achool counsel.ore. 
9,. Contidential files and professional ethics were employed to 
maintain the contidential.it7 of inf'ormation obtained in 
counseling •. 
10. Conferences were held with parents when the need vu indi-
cated.. 
U4' While some counselors were concerned primarily with general. 
counseling; others were concerned primar.t~ with educat1onal 
counseling• 
12. The trend toward specialigation in counseling was evident bJ' 
the tact that 26 per cent stated. that they were responsible 
tor some type .of specW counseling •. 
13·~ Approximatel\)1' half of the counselors sponsored classes or .. ·· 
organizations. 
14. All counselors felt that assisting students in educational 
planning and conterrl.ng with parents were appropriate duties 
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of a counselor, while 84 per cent considered assisting stu• 
dents in app1ying for employment an appropdate duty of a 
counselor. 
lS. Clerical duties led the list of assigned dutie.s that cou.n-
se1ors considered inappropriate. 
16. All stated that counselors shoul.d have successful teaching 
experience~ 
17 • State certUi.cation was considered adequate counselor train• 
ing by 40 per cent ot the counselors, a master's degree was 
considered adequate by 39 per cent, and training beyond the 
master's level was considered necessary by 18 per cent. 
18. More than half of the counselors did not have sufficient 
time to confer with atatt members about plans and activities 
af'!eeting their eounselees. 
19. Activities ot professional associations were participated in 
by 93 per cent of the counselors. 
20. Integrit.7 and the ability to cope with one•a own penonal. 
problems were ranked as the most important personal quali-
ties for counselors. 
21. Active administrative su.pport1 dedicated connselors, well• 
trained counselors, good rapport with teachere and students; 
and ideal physical plants were cited as major strengths of 
the counseling service. 
22. Inadequate time. for counseling students, contacting parents, 
and professional. readingJ inadequate pbysical facilities; 
lack or clerical help; and a high counselor-pupil ratio were 
given as the major weaknesses of the counseling service. 
IV• PARENT 'RESPONSE 
Of the 162 parent respondents,92 per cent knew individual counsel-
ing services ware offered, 64 per cent tmew star!' members were available 
for parent interviewst 79 per cent knew a standardized testing program. 
was provided, 80 per cent were cognizant of the fact that educational 
information was available, 78 per cent reaJ.ized occupational..intomation 
was disseminated, and S.3 per cent realized assistance with persona1 
problems would be given to students who requested it. 
The data in Figure 221 page 70, reveal that 21 per cent of the 
parents bad an interview with their children's counselor during the cur-
rent school 7ear. Figure 231 page 701 presents data indicating that 
Thomas Dale supplied information to l7 per ·cent or the parents concern-
ing their chil.dren•s aptitude tor college. Figure 24, page 711 shows 
that 43 per cent of the parents received information concerning their. 
children's aptitude tor ditte.rent ocoupations. Parents indicated, as 
shown in Figure 251 page ?11 that 90 per cent of their children dis-
CU:ssed their personal problems vi.th them and that l3 per cent, as indi• , 
cated in Figure 261 page 721 discussed their personal problems with the 
school counselor. 
Some parents believed the achool ts progi-am could be improved by · 
oi'!ering a wider range of subjects, giving more training in vocational 
areas; P11t.ting more emphasis on placement acco~ to level of abilit7, 
improving the quaJ.it7 of instruction, hiring additional cler.tcal help to 
prepare transcripts, and exe~ more effort to see that pupils from all 
areas or the schoo1 eommunit7 are represented in school actiVities. 
Figure 271 page 731 reveals that 11' evaluating the guidance pro-
gram or Thomas Dale 6 per cent of the pa.rents rated it as excellent, 
27 per cent above average, 40 per cent as average, 20 per cent as below 
average' and 7 per cent did not rate the program.' 
Yes 
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Percentage of Parent Response 
Figure 22. Parent response on whether parent had an 
interview during the year with his child's counselor. 
Yes 
response 
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Percentage of Parent Response 
Figure 23. Parent response on whether Thomas Dale gave 
parent information on his child's aptitude for college. 
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Yes 
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Percentage of Parent Response 
Figure 24. Parent response on whether Thomas Dale gave 
parent information on his cmld's aptitude for different 
occupations. 
Yes 
No response 
1% 
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Percentage of Parent Response 
Figure 25. Parent response on ·whether child discusses 
his personal problems with his parent.. 
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Yes 
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Percentage of Parent Response 
Figure 26. Parent response on "Whether child discusses 
his personal problems 'With the school counselor. 
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Excellent 
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Figure 27. Parent response on his evaluation of the 
guidance program of Thomas Dale. 
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V • FORMER STUDENT RESPONSE 
ot the twenty.eight former student respondents, S7 per cent took 
the college preparator,- course in high school, and 82 per eent continued 
their education after graduating from high school. More than half' ol 
these students are nov enrolled. in college. Some are homemakersJ others 
are engaged :1n clerical work, industry 1 and teacld.nfh· 
Subjects of greatest value ranked accordir>g to frequency of re-
sponse were English, mathematics, social studies, typ1ng1 science, home 
economics, speech, and shortbam.. Subjects of least value listed 
according to frequency or response were science, mathematics, foreign 
languages, shop.; geography1 and shorthand. It vaa noted that some stu• 
dents considered shorthand. the subject ot greatest value while others· 
considered it the subject of least value. 
Suggestions for the improvement of subjects now offered at 
Thomas Dale included more written work in English, m.ore accelerated 
courses, better instruction, typing for college preparatory students, 
o.t.f'ice machine training, emphasis on speaking in foreign language cour-
ses, an introductory course in a.ccoa.ntingi additional emphasis on speed 
1:n typing, training in art; and better. science laboratories. 
The data in Figure 28, page 751 show that 96 per cent; are satis-
fied with their present occupations. Those llho left tull·time empl.07• 
ment gave marriage, service in the ar."ed forces, and better working con-
ditiona as the reasons. 
The respondents mentioned several subjects that would have been 
Yes 
0 10 20 30 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Former Student Response 
Figure 2~. Fonner student response on whether he is 
satisfied with his present occupation. 
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helpi\ll to them such as advanced mathematics, sociology, psychology, · 
drawing, public spealdnib Bible, art, and English it they' bad been 
offered during their enrollment in high school. 
Figure 29,. page 771 revea1e that 68 per cent of these fo:mer 
. students bad a i-egular counselor while in school. ·The data presented 
in F;Lgure JO* page 771 in:li.cate that S4 per cent received. all ot the 
counseling needed while in school •. 
The counseling receiYed in high school, &s shown 1n Figure 311 
page 781 was rated as excel.lent 1>711 per cent of the respondentsJ above 
average br 18 pe:r centJ average b7 so per centJ and below average' b7 
18 per cent. 
Suggestions made by these tomer students that might make coun-
seling more effective included ~·time counselors; fewer students per 
counselor, help f'or students with .f'aillng grades, less work for counsel-
ors,, more occupational. intomation, and more personal interest in the 
student. 
Vl.- PUPIL llESPONSE 
. Ot the 21'8 Thomae Date pupils responding 'to 1;119 pupil question-
naire, 96 per cent, as indieated in Figul'e 32, page 191 knew who their 
counselor was. Of these respondents 31 per cent stated that they had 
' ' ' 
one conterence with their counselol" during the 1963-64 session, 23 per 
cent had two conferenced, 17 per cent had three conferences, 9 per cent 
had tour conferences# a.:n 15 per cent had inore than four conf'erencea. 
·The data in Figure l.3,, page 79; show that 60 per cen~ of' the pupils 
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Figure 29. Former student response on whether he had 
a regular counselor while in school. 
0 
Yes 
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Percentage of Former Student Response 
Figure 30. Former student response on whether he re-
ceived all of the counseling needed while in school. 
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Figure .31. Fonner student response on his evaluation 
of the counseling received in school. 
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Percentage of Pupil Response 
Figure 32. Pupil r.esponse on whether pupil lmows who 
his counselor is. 
Yes 
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Percentage of Pupil Response 
Figure 33. Pupil response on whether pupil would have 
liked more conferences with his counselor this year. 
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indicated that they wou1d have desired more conferences with their coun-
selor• ·· 
ThG quest.ionnaire revf>aled that 219 c! the pa.pils lived with both 
' . 
· parent81 20 with the mother, 6 with the rather,. l with relatives, l with 
his wife, . and l by .bimseU. , There were l.22 male respondents and 126 
.female respondents •. No· significant differences.were tound in rl!sponses 
when they were claasUied on the baais of sex •. 
Data regarding the ext~t to which pupils believed that their 
counselor was interested in their problems are presented in Figure .341 
page 81. These data reveal.th&\ SO per cent thought that t~ir counsel-
. . .. 
er was interested in all of their problems,. 19 per cent ~eved that 
their counselor was interested in some of' their problems, &lnd h per cent. 
thought that their. counselor waa .not interested. in aD.'1 ot their problems. 
·Pupils 'Mb.en questioned concerning the amount of high school 
assistance they-received in selecting their high school course responded, 
' ' 
as shown in F.Lgure 3St page 82, aa followsi none, 4. per centJ little; 
16 per cent;· average, li6 per cent; above average, 14 per ce~ts and much, 
· 18 per cent. 
In eanparlng pupils · according to grade level 1 t was noted that 
the eighth, ninth, and tenth grades had elightl.J high~ percentages of 
atudenta receiving assistance in ael.eeting their high school course in 
the average or above average ea:tegoriea.'*. Table lI;rt, page 8;, reveal.8 
that an average or above average •ount. ot aatd.stance 1n this area was 
received. bf 82 per cent of the eighth graders, 63 per cent of the ninth 
' grad.en, 84 per cent of the tenth graders, 74 per cent of the eleventh 
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Figure 34. Pupil response on extent to which pupil 
thinks his counselor is interested in his problems. 
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Figure 35. Pupil response on amount of high school 
assistance pupil received in selecting his high school course. 
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Grade 
Eighth 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 
TABLE mI 
PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS RECEIVING AN 
AVERAGE OR ABOVE AVERAGE A.MOUNT OF ASSISTANCE 
IN SELECTING THEIR HIGH SCHOOL COURSE 
Average Above average · Much 
h4 lh 24 
h6 14 21 
S2 12 20 
46 16 10 
h3 14 14 
83 
Total 
82 
83 
84 
74 
7l 
84 
graders 1 and 7l per cent ot the twelfth gradf3ra. This nteans that 
approximatel.7 four-fifths of all. students received an average or above 
average amount or assistance 1n choosing appropriate courses. 
; Figure 36, page as, reveal.S that students indicated that the 
amoi.mt ot high school assistance thq received in interpreting standar-
dized test scores could be grouped into the following ca.tegorl.esJ · none, 
19 per cent; little, 17 per centJ average, 37 per centJ above average, 
10 per centJ much, 11 per cent. 
Figure 37; ·page 861 shows that students ·responded as follows con-
ceming the amount or b1gh school assistance they- received in solving 
personal problems: none, 61 per centJ little, 14 per cent; average, 
13 per cents aboV& averaee, 6 per cent; mu.chj 5 per cent. 
The amount of high school assistance pupils atated they received 
in planning their f'1tul'6 occupation 1$ given in Figure 381 page 87. 
Percentages indicating the amount ot aid received in occupational plan-
ning for the future followt none, 26 per cent; little, 22 per centJ 
average_. )0 per centJ above average,. ll per centJ and much, 10 per cent. 
When a comparison ot responses was made by grade level1 i.t was 
found as shown in Table XIV 1 page 89, that an average or above average 
amount ot ass1stam:ie vas received in oecupat1onaJ. planning by 72 per 
cent of the eighth graders, 49 .per cent ot the ninth graders, L.2 per 
cent ot the tenth grad.ere, )8 per cent ot the juniors 1 and .$4 ver cent 
ot the seniors. Perhaps the interest inventories administered to eighth 
graders expla1n the higher percentage or assistance on this grade level. 
Pupil response on the br>Unt of high school assistance received 
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Figure 36. Pupil response on amoun:t of high school 
assistance pupil received in interpreting standardized test 
scores. 
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Figure 37. Pupil response on amoun~ of high school 
assistance pupil received in solving personal problems. 
86 
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Figure 38. Pupil response on amount of Pigh school 
assistance pupil received in planning his future occupation. 
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in planning for college or entering sone other school is presented. in 
Figure 391 page 90. The responses follows none, .3$ per centJ little, 
88 
· 19 per centJ average, 25 per cent; above average, 9 per centJ mch, 10 
per cent. 
A comparison or responses b7 grade level revealed, as itdicated. 
in Table XV, page 691 that an average or above average amount of assis-
tance in precollege plann1ng or some other type ot tu.ture educational 
planning was received. by 38 per cent ot the eight.ll grade, 46 per cent of 
the freshmen, hO per cent of the sophomores, 40 per cent of the juniors, 
and S6 per cent of the seniors. 
Data concerning the amount or high school assistance pupils 
stated they received in developing effective study habits, as indicated 
in Figure 401 page 911 follow1 none, SS per centJ little, 17 per centJ 
average, 16 per centJ above average, 3 per centJ much, 4 per cent. This 
means that more than oJ1$-half of the students received no assistance in 
developing effective study habits and that less than one•f'ourth of the 
students received an average or above average amount of' assistance in 
thil catego17._ 
c'?-.,, 
.other kinds of help students stated the7received from their 
counselor included assistance 1n changing schedules, into,tJnation on 
.friendship, procedure when transferring to other schools, encouragement 
when encountering academic difficulties,, am assistance in adjusting to 
a new school. 
When making decisions concerning progress toward goals in school, 
33 per cent of the pupils indicated, as shown in Figure bl, page 921 
Grade 
Eighth 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 
Grade 
Eighth 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 
·· TABLE nv. 
PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS RECEIVING AN AVERAGE 
OR ABOVE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE IN . PLA.hl'f!W 
THEIR MURE OCCUPATION 
Average Above average Much 
32 16 24 
36 6 1 
22 lh 6 
22 10 6 
36 ll 7 
PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS RECEIVING AN AVERAGE 
· OR ABOVE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE DJ PLANN:UO .. • 
RJR COLLEGE OR ENTERING SOME OTHER SCUOOL 
Average Above avenge . • Much 
16 6 16 
28 9 9 
18 18 4 
26 4 10 
36 9 11 
89 
Total 
72 
49 
42 
38 
S4 
Total 
38 
h6 
ho 
40 
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Figure 39. Pupil response on amoun:C of high school 
assistance pupil received in planning for college or entering 
some other school. 
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Figure 40. Pupil response on amount of high school 
assistance pupil received in developing effective study habits. 
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Counselor 
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Figure 41. Pupil response on person to whom pupil 
would turn first when' making decisions concerning progress 
towards goals in school. 
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that th91 would tum first to the counselorJ $ per oent that the1 would 
turn first to their parents) and 10 per cent that.' the7 would tum first 
to others• Friends led the list of others tfho helped· students make 
decisions concerning goal.a·· in school. A few :received assistance from a 
sister, a brother, a teacher, a wtra1 or a husband. 
When maldng decisions ot a personal nature, 4 per cent of the 
student& stated, aa shown 1n Figure h21 page 941 · that the7 would tum 
first to the counselor, 73 per cent that.the7 vould turn f'irSt to their 
parents; .and 2l per cent that they would tum .t1rat to others. lt was 
noted that three-fourths ot those who sought help from others turned 
first to. triendS. . . 
The data 1n :rigure. 43, page 9St reveal tha\ · 73 per. cent or the 
students believed that the counseling the;y had received was effective. 
Figure h41 page 961 shows that 74 per cent of the pupils stated 
that they would consider it a personal. loss it Thomas Dale discontinued 
its counseling program. 
The pr.Lncipal results of the Th0111as Dale High School PlPil ques-
tionnaire are listed as tollows1 
1~ Ot the 248 respondents 96 per cent. knew who their counselor 
wu-. 
2. More than halt or the pupila wuld have liked more conter-
• ences with their counselor this year-_\ 
3" Approximatel.J" t~tifths ot the students receind an aver-
age or aboYe uerage amount of assistance in selecting their 
high school coune. ·· · 
4. More than halt o! the students received an average or above 
average amount or assistance :1n interpreting stamardized 
test ·scores-:' · 
Counselor 
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F.i.gure 42. Pupil response on person to whom pupil 
would turn 1'irst when making decisions of a personal nature. 
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Figure 43. Pupil response on whether the counseling 
pupil has received has been effective. 
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F.igure 44. Pupil response on whether pupil would con-
sider it a personal loss if his high school did away·w.i.th 
counseling. · 
96 
91 
S. Approximatel.y one-fourth of the students received en average 
or above average amount· of assistance i.:r1 solving personal. 
·· problema. ·· ' 
6. ··Approximately halt of· the students x-ecei.Ved an. average. or· 
above average mamt of assistance in occupational. planning. 
7. Almost halt the students receiveO. an average or above aver-
age am.olmt· of assistance in planning for .college or entering 
some other achoo~ 
B. Approximately one-tourth ot the students received an average 
or above average amount of assistance in developing ettec-
tive study habits. 
• i ! 
9. When making decisions conceming goals in school, approxi-
matel.J' one-hal.1" stated they would confer first with their 
parents, and one-third said they vould confer firSt with 
their counselor. 
10. Approx1mately three-tourthS ot the pupils believed the coun-
seling received bad been effective. 
11. Approximately" three-tounha of the pupil.a stated that they 
would consider it a personal loss it Thoma1' Dale discontin-
ued its counseling service. 
VII. THO!Wl DALE HIGH SCHOOL STAFF KF.SFONSE 
The 8dmin1atrative questionnaire ot Thomas Dale High School 
showed that it had an enrollment ot 1318 u compared With the mean en-
' ; 
rollment o.t 12;2 for schools participating in the survey. Thomas Dale 
had an organized guidance program with three tull•time counselors and 
" 
three part-time counselors:. Two couns~lors held a state cotinselor•s 
·~ I ~' ~ ' ~ 
cerM.ficate but did not hold a .master•s degreeJ one beld a master' a de· 
gree w1 th history as the field ot concentration. The Thomas Dale ratio 
. . ' 
of counseling staff' time to total ataf't ti.me was ltlS as compared with 
the average of lt2i in all of the schools. The counseior-pupU ratio of 
Thomas Dale was lt39S as compared with an average of la38S tor all p~ 
ticipating schools. Physical facilities .ror guidance at Thomas Dale 
included. scattered ottices separate from but not near the adm1nistrat1ve 
' 
offices• They were accessible b7 a direct entrance from the corridor, 
readil.y accessible to atttdents1 -and re~ acceesible from a main en-
trance. Private counseling offices were provided with necessary sup. 
. -
plies and materials.· Phfsical facillti.es• however, did not include an 
adequate reception area, a conference roetrn, a telephone for each coun-
selil\l of.tice, nor i'unctional and attractive furnishings and equipnent. 
The adminiBtrator considered training the most 1mportant qual.1!1-
cation of' a commelor and. reliab1lit1 the most important personal qual.-
ity ot a counselor• He considered techniques in counseling the most 
important course or stu~ tor counselors and supervised experience in 
counseling th• secol'li most important course of' study tor counselors.· 
CompletA.l responsibili'ty was assumed bf. the administrator tor pro-
viding time in the school acbedule for counseling and :related guidanc~ 
. service. For all other tunctiom previousl.1' diocuased and listed 1n 
· Table IX1 page 1421 the adm1nistrator asSUltl&d some degree ot responai• 
bility •. 
Thomas Dale did not have a trained ps,chologist1 but psychologi-
cal services wre available on a rei"erral. basis •. No clerical helpers 
· were assigned to the guidance deparlimant.: Counselors 11ere assigned 
cler:Lcal duties, and thq helped check on absentees. Counselors did not 
sel"V'e as .substitute teacher&.·. 
Extension courses; reading lists; and staff meetings were em-
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ployed at Thomas Date for in-service training in guidance ot the entire 
staff. The administrator made a schedule· of classes and school activi-
ties which provided ·tor tho interests and needs or each student and 
a.trorded each student an opportunity to utilize guidance servicf,lS. 
The ThO!l\as Dal& administrator had twenty years of experience in 
administrative work 1fhUe the average number ot years of experience for 
all administrators vas 16. 4 ,-ears. The number ot courses taken 1n guid-
. ance by the Thomas Dale administrator was h .1fhUe the average for all 
administrators was 3.6. 
Ot the nineteen Thomas Dale High School. teachers who completed 
the questionnaire, eighteen regatded counseling as a pr<>f'essional ac-
tiVit;r requiring specific knowledge and sldlls, and one did not respond 
to th$ question. 
There were eight.teachers who·acqµainted pupils 'With the values 
and ava1labilit7 ot the counseling service o.ttenJ nine, occasional.lyJ 
one, neverJ and one did not· respond•: ·There wen nine teachers who con• 
:rerred with counselors and other specialists regarding problems of 
1ndivldual. pupils and then utilised th& information ottenJ and tent 
occasionally• 
When asked it tho1 had suf!ic~ time dl1ring the school day to 
talk vith counselonY about pl.ans and"activ:Ltiesattecting their students, 
teachers a.nawred in the affil'matd.ve twice and in the negative seventeen 
t!mee-.. 
There were seventeen ·teachers who believed the counselor shOlll.d 
help·tbe student ana.1121• his problems and.formulate acceptable patterns 
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ot behavior and ttfo who stat«t that the counselor should enforce 'discip-
.line• 
When asked. to rank acco?ding to.importanc• the areas in which 
they woW.d like help in world.llg and counseling With their. students, 
Tmuas Dale teachers listed guidance services. available· in the school, 
explanation or. instruments for the appraisal or personal. qualities ot 
students such as. rating scales, s.xd the us~s and limitations of stan-
dardized testt1. 
~ according. to .frequency Qf · response· the greatest strongthl 
of the counseling. serri.ce as seen bT the ThomCL& Dale teachera were coJ.;..,. 
. lege in!'omaticnJ program planning and schedulingJ vocational inform.a-· 
tion1 . coum1eling ot students ·"1th problems; experienced and dedicated 
counselors; interpretation or stand.ardised testeJ the personality, in•· 
tegrity, and aincer:Lt7 or counsel.GrsJ the training and background of 
counselors;. genuine interest Jn students• pxoblems; ·availability of 
eemces to students; good rapporb .between counselors and atud.entsJ 
testing progl"llllJ launi.l.edge that teachers cm ~ly on counselors tor 
assistanceJ complete evaluation.et the student's abilitn a·general. 
understanding or students• ~eed.sJ advice to teachersJ sympathetic at ti• 
tud~ ot administration to thiff work; .and a helpful and impartial ear for 
parents when teachers wre involved,. 
Thomas Dale teachers believed the greatest weaknesses of the 
counseling service were,, according to frequency.or response, clerical 
work and reports usigned counselors, the achedul.ina and program. plan-
ning of students, the large number or students asad.gned to eaeh counselor, 
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the lack of time for contact.with p,ipils, the.need for a man on the 
counse11ng starr, tbe lack or time for teachers to fully utilize the · 
counseling aemce, th$ need.tor more psychological counseling; the lack 
ot a :room tor teachers to talk privatel;y with students, testing and 
scheduling pupils who 8l'e not passing a siri.gltt subject, and taking poor 
students out ot class. 
Recommendations made by teachers tor hlproVing the guidance ser-
vice 1nclllded1 ·in order or .frequency or respont1e1 clerical help tor the 
counseling department i a lighter load for the· present counselors or 
additional.counselors, mol'tt information to teachens coneeming the coun-
seling proa1'3ln~ tti.t'>re courses to meet the vocational needs and aptitudes 
of students1 a man on the counseling sta.ff.t one colll1$elorvho devotes 
his entire time to eollege-bou.nd aenicrs, a def'1nite time for conferen-
ces between teachers ar.d counsalers 1 more help from t.eacbenr 1n ac-
. quainting students with available services, bettor placing ot students 
in clusen, closer relationship with teaehen, inore diagnostic tests in 
subject a.roas, help tor the slow learner in facing his handicap, a room 
tor teachers to talk privately' vith students, pexmission granted to the 
guidance department to channel students into proper ~a11 and more time 
cou.noeling with .ertudents. 
A comparison of the responees·of Thomas Dale teachers With all 
teacher respondents sbcnm that. there was one significant difference. 
Approxt.mately one•tenth of the Thomas Dale teachers had sufficient time 
to talk with counselors about plans and activities aftecti~ their stu-
dents ao ccapared 1d th approximately two-.ti.fths of. all.· teacher respon-
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dents. 
Ot the six Thomas Dale c011nselors.t tour counseled with each of 
their counselees individuall7 during each year onceJ one, twiceJ and one 
counselor did not, respond to this ~eation~ It was found that five 
counselors were primaril.y concemed with preventive measures, and one did 
not answer this question., .All believed it was veey important tor coun-
selors themselves to be well adjusted., When a.eked whether there was a 
need tor better communication between the administration and the coun• 
selora, four counselors answered in the affirmative, one in the nega-
tive, and one did not respond. When asked if there was a need for bet-
ter communication between the counselors and teachers1 the five counsel-
ors who responded to this question an111$red in the affirmative. All six 
counselors made provision tor toll.ow-up and assistance. when desirable 
for each student c011nSeledJ and all six held conterences with pa.rents, 
when the need was indicated. 
Courses or study ranked b7 Thomas Dale counselors aa the most 
important for school counselors were supervised experience in counael-
ing1 ps70hology1 and philosopbl• Integrity and the abilit7 to cope ldth 
one'• own problems were ranked as the most import.ant personal qualities 
of counselors,. · Successful. teaching experience was considered necessary 
by the six counaelora. Work experience in addition to educative experl.• 
ence was considered necessarr b7 the three who respomed. State certi-
fication was believed adequate training for counselors b7.three respon• 
dents and training beyond· the master's level was believed necessaey b7 
two or the respondents. One did not respond to this question·• 
It was noted that all six counselors 'had insufficient time to 
etonler with stat£ members about plans and activities ai".tecting their 
counselees. 
10) 
Cooperative adminietrators who ref'erstudents to counselors and 
cooperative, well•trained1 and experienced full-time counselors led the 
list of major strengths ot the counseling semce as seen b;y the counsel• 
ers. other strengths listed wel"e the testing program, the availabillt7 
ot the cou.nseling service, the number ot student-initiated conferences, 
and the increased acceptance and support or the counseling service ·by 
most staff members. 
The viluma of ·lm rk necessitated. by the counselor-pupil ratio and 
the lack ot clerical help was cited u the major weakness of the coun• 
seling service. other weaknesses included poor channels ot communica-
tion,, the large proportion of time spent in schedule planning1 the lack 
o1 a central record room1 public telephones, the inability of some 
par$nts to ditf'erentiate between appropriate and inappropriate duties ot 
. counselors 1 the absence of a feeling ct oneness on the part of the part-
tim.e counselors, the fact that part-time counselors are lett too :much on 
their own, and the fact that homerooms am classrooms do not make fUll 
use ot opportunities tor guidance. 
A comparison of these responses with those ot all counselors par-
ticipating in the suney revealed some dit.f erences that seemed signifi-
cant.. It was found that 67 per cent. or the Thomas Dale cou.nselors had 
only one individual conference during each year with each of his caun-
selees as compared with 39 per cent. or all counselor respondents. A 
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need !'or better cmmmmication. bet-ween admini.8trators and counselors was 
indicated by 67 per cent o:! the Thomas Dale counselors. as compared with 
li2 per cent or all counselor respondents, llbUe a need for better com-
munication between counselors and teachers was ·indicated by 83 per cell\ 
ot the couriselors as compared 'With 6~ per cent ot a1.l counselor respon-
dents• All or the Thomas Dale cQlltiselors stated that they had insutti• 
cient time to confer With staf'f' members ·about plans atxl act1V1ties con-
cerning their counseleea as compared vi th $6 per cent of all counsel.or 
:respondents. Supervised experience in counsellng1 psychology, and ph1-
losoph1' were the courses ct . study considered most im.po~ant by the 
Thomas Dale counselors as compared with techniques in.comtSeling1 ps7• 
chology) and supervised experience in counsellng·Whioh were considered 
most important by all counselor respondents •. 
VIII. SUMMA.ltt 
The data revealed that Thomas Dale High School and the seventeen 
other high schools comparable in size had organized gUidance programs• 
The counseling service of tm schools rece1Vt$d general:cy- aet1ve Support 
from the administrators and the teachers. In m.BnT schools there wu 
insufficient time for counselin« with students and consulting with etatt 
members. A need tor improved comunication between adininistra.tors and 
COun$elors · and between counselors &Id teachers was indieated. by many 
staff members. 
OHAPrER V 
SPECIAL STUDIES ON SELECTED GROUPS 
In order to broaden the range 0£ ·objectives measured before inte. 
grating the results of this evaluation, the present chapter will be 
devoted to a brief study of the performance of the members of the Class 
or 1962 ot Thomas Dale High School in their fresh.man year in college am 
to the reasons for the academically talented in the Olass ot l96h of 
, Thomas Dale High School not attending college. 
·I. DATA ON 1962.GRADUATES WO Ar.fENDED OOLLmE 
As indicated in Table m, page 1061 there were 159 graduates in 
the Class.of 1962. Ot the 47 graduates who.applied for admission to 
Virgi;nia colleges.and Universities, Swere rejected. Otthe'S rejected, 
2 were qualified according to the judgment of the high school principal. 
There were 20 graduates who applied to out-of-state colleges and univer-
·' · 
sities1. &nd"J.i·of these were not accepted •. Onl7 l of those· rejected by 
an out.of-state college or universit7 was qualified according to the 
judgment of the high school prlneip.al~ The data reveal that 38 gradu• 
ates enrolled in Virginia colleges or universities and that 15 graduates 
enrolled in out-or-state colleges or universities making a total o! S.3 
1lho enrolled in colleges or universities. This means that 33.33 per 
cent ot the total number of graduates enrolled in junior or seniol" col-
leges or universities. 
TABLE XVI 
STATUS OF 1961-62 THOMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL.GRADUATES 
WO APPLIED FOR ADMISSION TO. JUNIOR.JJID SENIOR 
COLLEGES OR UNIVERSITIFS 
Boys Girls 
Total number ot graduates 67 92 
Humber of ·graduates who applied !or ·admission . · 
to Virginia colleges and universities 26 21 
Number of graduates not accepted b;r Virginia 
. colleges or universities 3 2 
Number of qualified* graduates who· soughtad• 
mission to Virginia colleges and universi-
ties, but were not accepted 0 2 
Number of graduates enrolled in Virginia 
colleges and universities du.ring the 
1962-63 session 2l 17 
Number ot graduates who applied for admission 
to out-of-state colleges or universities 12 8 
Number of graduates not accepted b7 out-of• 
state colleges or universities 
Number of qualified* graduates who s~ght 
.3 l 
admission to out-or-state colleges or 
universities, but were not accepted 1 o· 
Number of graduates enrolled in out-of-state 
· colleges or universities during the 
1962-63 session 8 7 
Total number ot graduates enrolled in colleges 
or universities during the 1962-63 session 29 24 
Per cent ot graduates enrolled in colleges or· · ·· ·· 
universities during the 1962-63 session 43.28 26.09 
Total 
lS9 
h7 
> 
2 
38 
20 
4 
l 
l5 
$3 
33.33 
* Quall.tied according to the judgment of the high school principal. 
Adapted from Supplement to Preliminary Annual High School Report. 
1962-631 session 1963-64. 
Session 
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Table Im.; page 1081 shows the colleges attended by the Thomas 
Dale graduates ot the Class of 1962. It will be noted that the colleges 
represented differ greatly in their admission& policies. For example, 
some sq that it is eas1 to get into Richard Bland, but that it is hard 
to stay. Swarthmore, on the other hand, has a strict adm1sa1ona polic7. 
The data 1n Table IVIII, page 1091 give the grades made 1n Ens• 
lish, foreign language• mathematics, physical education, pqchology1 
religion, science, and social studies by th$ graduates of the Class of 
1962 who attemed college during the 1962-63 session. There were 203 
(38.07 per cent) .A•s and B•s, 2ll (39.$8 per cent) c•s, and 119 (22.31 
per cent) n•s and r•a. 
The normal expectanc7 of A•s and B1s 110uld be approximatefy 
th1rt7-one per cent1 and the percentage ct A•e and B•a for Thoma.a Dale 
students was )8.07. Theoreticall71 one would expect approxima.~ 
thirty-eigh1i per cent o•s, and the percentage of c•a tor Thomas Dale 
students was 39.SS. 'fhe normal expectancy of D•e and r•s would be 
approximatel.1 thix-t7-one per cent, and the percentage of D's and r•a £or 
Thomas Dale students was 22.31. The performance ot the graduates ot the 
Class of 1962 who enrolled in colleges or universities is above average 
when ccnpared with the normal curve. 
n. DATA OB ACADEMICALLY TALENTED IN CLASS OF 19~4 
NOT ATTENDING tt>LLBlE 
Table m, page llO, lists the reasons given b7 those in the 
upper fourth of the Class of 1964 tor not attending C<'llege. Of· the 
TABL! XVII 
COW!Xl:SS AT!F.NI>lm BI THOMAS DALE ·HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATJ?S 
OF THE CLASS or 1962 
School 
Atlantic Christian 
Averett 
Bapti.st Semina.l7 
Belmont Abbey 
Brigham YOUJ18 
Campbell 
Oedarvllle 
Chowan 
College of Wi.ll1aa and Mar.y 
Greensboro 
Bampden...s~ 
Lancaster School ot th& Bible 
Longwood 
Madison 
MarJ' Baldwin 
KarJ Washington 
Pteiffer 
Radford 
Randolph-Macon 
R:lcbm:d Bland 
Richmond Protessional Institute 
Swarthmore 
u. s, Merchant ~ AcadfJl117 
Vrdversity ot North Carolina 
Urd.veraity ot BichmoDd. 
Richmond College 
Westhampton 
Uni'Yersity of Virginia 
Virginia Militaiy Institute 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Winthrop 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
3 
l 
l 
1 
2 
3 
1 
l 
1 
b 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
l 
l 
2 
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TABLE XVIII 
PERFORMANCE OF CLASS OF 1962 Oli' THCMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL IN 
COLLOOE FlUSHM.AN YEAR ' 
o, I, ~ : 
. ' .. 
ar.de 
Subject A B c D , 
··• '•'·' 
English Ii 23 36 lS s 
Foreign Language 9 8 9 2 1 
MathE!lllatics 6 1 25 10 14 
Physical Education 9 23 30 0 l 
Psycholog l 4 1 2 0 
Religion 2 2 12 h 3 
Science .6 20 33 n·· 10 
Social Studiel!I 2 ·13 31 14 6 
other 20 b4 28 14 7 
Tetal S9 lb4 2U 72 li? 
Per cent 11.06 21.01 39.S8 33.50. 8,81 
TABLE XIX 
rtSONS FOR ACADEMICALLY TALENTED* IN THE CLASS OF 1964 
OF THOMAS DALE HIGH SCHOOL NOT ATTENDING OOLLl!DE 
lia.'l. number ot graduates 
iSons tor· not attending college· 
W:Tiage 
~ack ot motivation 
lther training 
fork 
~al nuniber of academically talented not 
lttending college 
r cent ot academically talented not 
&ttending college 
· *those in upper fourth of class. 
194 
3 
2 
2 
1 
8 
16 
110 
lll 
eight who do not plan to attend college, three gave marriage as the 
reason, two gave lack of motivation,, tvo gave other traini.1'g1 and one 
gave work. Dr. Paul Farrier made some studies on the reasons for the 
academical.17 talented not attending college for the Association of Vir-
ginia Colleges in 1950. Bis study revealed that about one-third of the 
top fourth of the high school graduates 1n Virginia at that time did not 
go to college. He found that a lack of finances was one reason and a 
lack of motivation was another.1 
m. StJMMARI 
Of the 159 graduates of the Class of 19621 S3 or 33.33 per cent 
enrolled in junior or senior colleges• The performance ot these stu• 
dents as measured by their freshman grades in college ws above average. 
The reasont1 given by the academically talented in the Claas ot 
1964 for not attending college were marriage,, lack of motivation, other 
training, and work. 
lpaui H. Farrier, ".Barrl.era to a College Education in Virgin1a1" !!!2, Commonweal.th; (October, 19$2), P• 27 •.. 
CH.APTER VI 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
. The purpose or this stud.1' was to investigate the comprehensive-
ness and effectiveness.of the present cwnseling_ service et '?homas Dale 
High School in order to discover steps which could be taken to improve 
and extend it. Research and stuey of the problem were the bases tor the 
conclusions presented. in this chapter. Seven recOJJllll9ndat1ons were made 
as a result ot the evidence presented. Limitations ot this ·atudf indi-
cate the need for i\lrther research. 
I. FINAL INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The counseling serrl.ce contributes to the broad educational ob• 
jectives that constitute the basic goals of the school system. It ia 
gene:rall.)' recognized that the true criterion or a.ny educational service 
ia its value to individual.a and society• The problem in this study vaas 
to identify the ·strengths and weaknesses of the counseling service at 
Thomas Dale High School 1n order to ascertain what changes were needed 
to make the service more e.f'fective and.,bence,more valuable to individ• 
uals and to society. As a basic step in solving this problem a studi 
was made of the school and conmunity to detemine the needs ot the pupil 
population. The data.revealed that complicating the whole problem of 
learning was the recognition of varying capacit~es of ·pupils in differ-
ent content, areas and the difficulty of arranging for instruction in 
accordance with these individual differences. It was· found that m~ 
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atatf members were giving special attention to those pupils who deviated 
tram norm.al grade placement but that, in some instances, the·.proVisions 
· · being· made tor these pupils were inadequate. · Suggestions that changes 
in the curriculum and method.a of instruction be made .to improve this· 
situation were made by start members, parents, tonier students, and 
pupils. 
A &Ul'Vf>Y" was made of the nature and scope of the: presen\ counsel• 
ing service of Thomas Dale High Sehool. Data. from ;even.teen other high 
schools in the state of Virginia comparable in sise were presented tor 
the purpose of making valid standards or co~arl.son. 
It is recognized that. an effective counseling progrsm requires · · 
administrative suppart and enthusiasm, active support ot th• ata.f'f 1 and 
adequate counseling time.· The data :revealed that the counseling service 
ot Thomas Dale receives active administrative support., and that good 
rapport generall.1 exists 'between the teachers and counselors and . between 
the pupils and the counselors. 
The data also revealed.some evidence that indicated. that the 
counseling service of Thomas Dale is assisting some students in select.:. 
ing their high school course, in their vocational pl.annintb in making 
decisions relative to further education, and in solVing personal prob-
lems. 
The evidence presented. substantiated. the tact that clerical 
duties make such beavr demand.a upon the oounselor•s regular vorld:ng 
schedule at Thomas Dale that he does not have adequate time to counsel 
with students and consult With teachers, administrators, and parents u 
they in turn deal. with students. 
I:t was also found that teachers do not have time to utilize the 
counseling service. Teachers cannot be expected to acquaint pupils with 
the values and availability of the ·Counseling service or aativel.1 SUP-
port t~ guidance program it they do not have wtticient time to corder 
with counselors.·. 
Thia study has disclosed a need tor improved channels. ot communi• 
cation between the administrators and counselors and. between the · Coun• . 
selors and the teachers. This need perhaps could be mot if more time · 
were available tor conferences. 
Not enough effort has.been made on the pm of.the staff to keep 
parents informed of the program• An effective guidance pregram involves 
the active and intelligent cooperation of parents. . Cooperation cannot 
be expected unless parents under.stand the objectives ot the program. 
As a result of research and stud1' 0£ the problem the toll.owing · · 
conclusions concerning the counseling service of 'lhmnau .Dale Bigb School 
seem to be justitiedt 
l. The couns•li.ng service receives active administrative support. 
2. Good rapport ·generally exists between the teachers and coun• 
selors and between the pupils and tbe counselors. · 
). Adequate time is not being provided counselors for counseling. 
4. Adequate time is not being provided teachers to utilize the .. 
counseling service. · 
s. Ccm«i.u..$at1\)21 between administttators' and ,counselors am be-. 
~en ::ounselore and teachers is not so effective a.a might be 
desired.· 
6. The effort being made on the part of the staff to intorm the 
public of the objectives or the counQling serviee :la not ao 
effective as might be desired, 
.7. The curriculum.and the methods ot instrnctio~ do not meet the 
needs ef someetudenttJ. 
II. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Evidence has been presented ehOWing a need tor more CoUnseling 
time, a needf'or more ti.me far teachers to utilize the counseling ser-
vice, a need tor improved channels ot conmmnieation between administra-
tors and counselors and between counselors and teachers, and a need for 
Worming the public of the objectives of the cwnseling service. Evi-
dence has also been presented to substantiate.the tact that there is a 
need tor changes in ·tM curriculum ard methods ot instruction-so that 
the n:eeds ot more tJtudents are provided .tor more ef'tectively.-
The evidence prosented ie the basis !t:Jr the following reccmmum.da-
tions tor improving the counseling service of Thomas Dale . High School a 
l. Clerical help should be eJCPloyed so that counselors wlll have 
more time for counseling. 
2. A schedule should be provided for teachers which would enable 
them to utilize the counseling service. 
3. . Regular and frequent conferences should be held between ad.• 
ministrators and counselors. Administrative decisions should 
be routinely and pntmptly communicated ta the counsel.ors. 
b. Regular and frequent·meetings of counselors am department 
heads should be held, and a de.finite time should be arranged 
tor cor..ferences between individual. teachers and counselors. 
S. A series ot in•service meetings should be planned around ~he 
guidance activities which the stat! considered most important. 
6. A greater effort should be made to interpret the ohjeetivea of 
the counseling service to the community. 
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1. A study- of the curriculum.· and method.a of irustruction should 
be made so that individual ditterences ot students can be 
provided for xnore effectively. 
The limi.tations of tiDl:e1 facilities, funds1 and personnel re-
stricted this study to a survey of the counueltng service which 1a 
usually considered the heart of the guidance program. Continuous and 
systematic research is needed to provide i:r..formatio.n. tor guidance ser-
vices development and for curriculum. revision designed to meet the needs 
of the pupUs. 
The special studies tO determine the ettectiveness ot the coun-
oeling service on students in terms of their behl.Viorwro limited to 
college-bound students. More extensive studies need to be made not only 
. in these areas but 1n related areas as well.· Research is needed also to 
det(nm.ne the ei'fectiveness of the guidanee program UJ>1'n ·students in 
terms of their opinion and behavior in vocational areas. The dif'ficult7 . 
of caring tor '.ndivt..dual differencee indicates the need for further- re-
search in methoda of instruction. 
Since there is ;i need for an evaluati<"m or the guidance prog:rani 
that is continuous, systematic; and integrated with the curriculum, tur-
ther research is needed in the !'ollowi.:ng proble:nsa 
1. An Evaluation of the Ou.id.a.nee Program ot Thomas Dale High 
School . 
2. The Effect of Exieting Guidance Precedures 
3. The Trend Toward Specialization in Counseling 
ll7 
L. The Rele or the Countselo:r 1n F.xtra.-Cu..'"Ticulal;' Activities ' 
S. A Vocational Stud7 of Graduates and Other Former Students of 
Thomas Due High School 
6. A Study of the Performance of Graduates of Thomae Dale High 
School Du.ring Their Fr&shman Year in Collsge 
7, Curricular Offerings in Secondary Schools that Best Prepare 
students for Vocations 
8. Curricular Offerings 1n Secomary SCbools that Beat Prepare 
Students for College 
9 • . An Evaluation ot the curriculum of Thcmao Dale High School 
10. A Study of Methods Used by Teachers of' Thoman Dale High .. 
School to Adapt Their Instruction to Individual Differences 
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educational problems the authors present practical material that 
1s valuable not only to counselors but to other statf members as 
well. 
Smith, Glenn E. Counsell~ ,!!! the Seco~ School. New Iorkt The 
Macmillan Compa.ny 1 i§ • 3°0) PP• 
The author presents an overview of counseling; the heart ot the 
guidance program, 'With the supporting services and their respec-
tive roles 1n making the counseling service effective. 
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Whitney, hederick Lamson. The Elements of Research.· Third edition. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jerseys Pi'ent!o8-Hii1, Iiic., 19.SO •. S39 PP• 
Intended ~ tor use in the graduate departments of insti• 
tutiona of higher education, this is a comprehensi:ve work dealing 
with methods of research and presentation of research findings. 
Wrenn; c. Gilbert. The Counselor in a Ch~ World. ·Washington 91 
· D. O.t American Perl'Jonnel ~d-Ou'LliiiCiiociation, .196~. l.95 PP• 
' . 
· In th1a provocative study emphasis is placed. on major changes 
and trendS in the field • 
. B• PUBLICATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT 1 LEARNED SOCIETIES 
AND OTHER ORGANIUT!O~ 
Benson, Arthur L. (eel.). Criteria tor Evelua.tim Guidance Prog~ams in 
Secondary- SehooJ.s,, lSi !• ··· 6.lrlce · ot alicat!on1 , Uilited Stika D8-
parEinent o? Health, Education, and Welfare, OE-2$016, Reprint · 
Misc. 3.317• Washington_, ,D. c.1 Government Printing Office, Apr111 
1961. 33 PP• 
This is a useful booklet tor those planning tµ1d oo~ting 
evaluations of guidance programs •. 
• How to. Use the Criteria .tor Evaiua~ Ouida.nee Pr0grams in 
--g-ee-on§ 5chO'OisT'fonn B. 6t1IC'e' o? idiieit10n, tinitea States -
Department of Healt'ii;F&cation1 and Welfare, OE-250191 Misc. 3317-A, Reprint. Washington, D. c •• Govemnent Printing Office., 
April, 1961. l3 PP• . 
' ' fhis axplanato17 manual supplements the Criteria. 
Colorado State Department of F.ducation, Office of Director ot Guidance 
Services. 3 Parts.. Denver• Colorado State Department of Education, 
January, 1956. Part I, 11 PP•J Part Il1 31 PP•l Part llI~ 9 PP• 
These booklets have been designed to enable atatf members to ob-
tain a clear picture ot the . nature; scope t and eftecti v.eneas ot 
-the guid&nce services now provided in their ~hools. 
Division of Industrial DeveloPJ!l8nt and Planning. Economic Data Chester-
field ~· Richmond.t Virginiat Division of fiidiistriial'11evelopnent 
.. iild Pl 1 1964. 13 PP• . 
This pamphlet is concise and valuable. 
Liftont WalterM. "The Elementary School's Respensibility for Today1• 
Vocational Mistits1 " SRA Guidance Newsletter, Dtteember 1959-Januar.y 
19601 Special Report. ch!cago1 IllliiOiin Science Research Asso-
ciates, Inc., 1960. 4 PP• · 
The author has presented a brief and stimulatirg discussion of 
the topic. 
Natienal Study ot Secondar'Y' School Evaluation. Evaluative Criteria., . 
Section a.. Washington 6, n. c. t National Study Of Secondat7 School 
!!valuation, 1960. 376 PP• 
This excellent guide ie indispensable tor secondary school per-
sonnel. 
State Board of Education. Standards for the Accredie of Seeondarz 
Schools, Bulletin, Vol. XXXXII1 Mi.f; No. 7. Ee nd;-Viliiiiia: 
lfommonweaJ.tb of Virginia, l96C>. 29 PP• 
Policies,. procedures, and standaxds governing the accrediting ot 
private and public schools in Virginia are presented in this 
bulletin. 
Si;ate Department of Educati0n1 Guidance Services, Division ot Special 
Services. Guidance Handbook Tentative, Volume 4S; Number 13. 
Richmond, . Vlrgihias l!Ommonweal.tii 0£ Virginia, Mq, 196,3, 216 PP• 
Although designed as a handbook; ·this .work needs .considerable . 
revision before 1t can· serve this purpese ... 
Virginia State Boazd of Education •. Annual ReJ??rt ot the Superintendent 
!£Public Instruction ~9~;-631. Volt xtVI1 Septiiiber, No. :; ... '.. Rich-
mo:n<i, Virg:tri!a, 1963. 3 PP•. · · 
This is a. valuable work in its field, 
O, PERIODICALS 
, Farrier, Paul H. "Barriers to·· a College 'Education in Virginia," The 
Commonwealth, (October, 19$2),, P•' 27. -
The author presented the results ot his investigation on vq aca-
demical.ly' talented high school graduates did not go to oollege. ·. 
Horn,, Francis H. •The Ends For Which We Educate,," The Educational Forwa, 
Vol. XXVIII,, No. 2 (Janua%'1., 1964)1 P• 138. -
This article stresses the broader aims· of education as well u, -
the immediate objectives. 
_ Jones, Franklin n.. "Human Growth and Development,• Virginia !!A Bulle-
. , tin, Vol. 47, No. 6 (April; 1964) 1 P• t), 
The emphasis _on the fact .that the causes of: behaVior are multiple 
is significant to counsel.om,. 
Reames, Daisy P, 11The School Counsttlor18 V!j]inia Journal ot Education1 
Volume LVII1 Number 8 (April,, 1964), P• o. -
·The purpose of this article is to clarify the role of the school 
counselor. 
n. UUPUBLISUED MATERIALS 
Facultz Handbook; Session 1963-641 No, S. Chester, V1rg:J.lrl.a• Thomas Dale 
High SChoo11 1963. · . {M!liieographed .. ) · .. 
This is a practical handbook: tor staff _member&:. 
SuPJ.?lement to Preliminag Annual ~h School Report. Cheater, Virginiaa 
Thomas !lale H1gh Sc ol1 1962 1 1963::04. (Mlmeographed.) 
This report gives the status ot graduates who applied tor admia-
sion to junior and senior colleges or universities and the statue 
ot graduates who enrolled in junior and senior colleges or uni-
versities. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THOMAS DALE HIDH SCHOOL 
We believe that the secondary school, supported bf the public, 
should be organi21ed1 admin1stered1 and supervised in such a way as to 
allow the indiVidual to realize a full democratic living llhile in school 
and to prepare him for adult living, too. 
We believe that the education on the secomaiy le'fel should 
develop aa .fully as possible in eaoh pupil the knowledge, interests, 
ideals, habits, powers, and general pattems necessary tor perpetuating, 
improving, and realizing noble ideals. · 
We believe that 11there are no unimportant people"· and that the 
school should place the utmost value upon the indiridual1 incorporating 
into its pn>gram as marty' provisions as possible to me.ti ind1Vidual needs. 
We believe that all pupil experiences under the supervision ot 
the school constitute the curriculum • that it woul.d be exceedingl.1' 
difficult to draw a distinguishing line between different school activi• 
ties as tar as the learning proceaaes are concerned. With this in mind 
we are well aware that the curriculum. should provide pupils opportuni• 
ties for acquiring lmowledge1 understanding, desirable attitudes, wortbJ 
ideals and purposes, and abilit7 to participate intelligently in life 
activity. 
\Te believe that each staff member should feel a personal respon• 
sibility for the progress of the school • that a spirit of cooperation 
and help:f'ulness should exist in the faculty. 
We believe that administrators, supervisors, teachers, pupils, 
parents, bus drivers, and custodians must work together for the purpose 
of promoting the growth of all. 
We believe that an organized pNgram of guidance utilizing every 
occasion of teachel\otpupil relationship ia essential 1n helping pupils to 
discover and use Wisely the educational and voeational abilities and 
opportunities which they have or can develop. ··· 
We believe that this school should be an educational force reach-
ing every person 1n this community. 
We believe that each ot us (sta.t.f') needs to seek deeper unde?'oo 
standing of and greater sympathy tor our pupils and their problems• 
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY 10RMS 
Administrative Sarvey 
l. What iS the enrollment of your school for 1963-64? 
Grades a 8 9 10 . U 12 Total 
----
2. Does ;your school have an organized guidance program? Yes_ No_ 
U your answer to number 2 is yes· 1 please answer the .following 
questions. If ;your answer is ·no 1 please return the question• 
naires. ' 
3. a. Give the number of secondar:r-scbool personnel assigned to tul.l• 
time counseling. 
b. Give the number o~t-s_ec_ondar:r•school personnel assigned to part• 
time counseling. __ 
h. a. Give the number of secondary-school personnel assigned to coun• 
seling who hold a state counselor's certificate but do not bold 
a master's degree. · 
b. Give the number of secoridar:r-school personnel assigned to coun• 
selingwho hold a master's degree. Field or concentration7 
!). Check the ratio of counseling-atat'f time to total school-start time 
that is most appropriate for your school. (Add together the part.-
time hours tor teacher-counselors in computing ratio.) ltlO 
la1$ 1120 other (Specify) --
6. What 1a the counselor-pupil ratio in 1our school? 
4SO 37S 2SO , Other (specify) ---
7• Do 1our pbysical facllities tor guidance include a guidance unit 
which is 
a. Separate fX'Olll but near the administrative offices? Yes No 
b. Accessible by a direct ·entrance b'om the corridor? Yes- No-
c. Readil.'1 accessible to students? Yes Ne - -
d. Readily' accessible fl'Oltl a main entrance? Yes No 
- -
a. Does your guidance unit contain 
a. An adequate and attractive reception area? Yes No 
b. A conference and/or multipuJ:l>OSe room? Yes No -
c. Private counseling of'fices? Yes No - -
d. Adequate and conveniently locateditorage facilities? lea No 
- -e. A telephone for each counseling office? Yes No 
- -
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t, · Necessary supplies and materials? Yes . No_ . 
'b Functional and attractive furni.Shings iiiCr equipmentr Yes_ No_. 
9. Rank in order of importance (beginning with number ·1 as 'the most :1.m-
portant) the follOlfing qualifications of a counselor. (11 21 3} 
Experience Pe:rsonalit1 Training __ 
10. Rank in order of hnportance (beginning with number las the most i.m-
portant) the following personal qualities ot a counseloril (11 21 .31 
4, S; 61 1, 8) . 
Abilit7 to interrelate with others Ability to keep confidences 
Cheerfulness Emotional stabllit7, Good health P.M-en""l'i~al alertness Personal appearance --iteliabilit7, ........,_ 
11. Rank in order ot importance (beginning with number las the most im-
portant) the following courses of study tor school counselors. (11 2, ,, h, ,, 6, 7, 8) 
F.ducational and occupat1onal-infomaticn· Philosopey 
Psychology: Research.methods Sociolog7-. Sup-efV!---sed 
experience iii counseling TechiiLj.tes in couiiSei!ng Tests 
and measurement 
--
l2. List other courses you consider important tor school-counselors. 
13. Check the functions tor which you assume complete responsibilit7, 
some responsibility or no responsibilit7. · 
P\lnction 
a. Provide time in the school schedule 
. for counseling and related guidance 
service 
b. Orient pupils to guidance services 
c. Encourage imiv1dual guidance inter-
views 
d. Give leadel"ship in providing in• 
service education 1n guidance tor · 
professional start members 
e. Encourage guidance personnel to con• 
tinue protessional. education 
t. Make recommendations to the superin• 
tendent £or qualii'ied professional 
and clerical. personnel 
g. Participate, 'When practical, in 
guidance conferences 
Deee of Respopsibilltz 
C2!'4Plete ~ !!!. 
·Function 
h. · Interpret guidance services to 
sta.rr, parents, and communit1 
1. Study the socio-economic and 
cultural aspects of the community 
as these affect the particular 
needs of the students 
j. Inform the staff an:l the commu• 
nity of the findings of follow-up 
studies a.rd research 
k. Participate in a continual eval.u~ 
tion of the guidance program within 
tho school 
Degree of ResP!?nsibilitl 
Complete ~ !!2 
a. Does your school have a trained psrchologist? ·Yes No 
b.· Are psychological services available on a re:terralbasisV-
Yes No 
- -
lS. Give the number of clerical helpers assigned to the guidance de-
partment. Fllll•time Part-time · 
16. Check any ot the du ties listed below assigned to counselors in your 
school. 
a. Checker of absentees b. Clerical dutiee 
- -c. Substitute teacher 
-
17. Which or the following methods are employed in your school for in-
service training in guidance of the entire staff? 
· ·Extension courues Reading lists Series of lectures · 
Staff meetings --SW1ln1er school -oiher (list) -
- -
18., Do you make a schedule of olaaaes and school activities which will 
provide 
a. For the interest and needs of each student? Yes No 
b. An opportunity for each student to utilize guidailci' aeiVrces? 
Yes Ho 
- -
19. Are any special classes available in rour echoel? Yes No 
- -If yes ; describe brieny. 
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20. \Jhat is the amount of guidance support; provided in the budget? 
Total amount Amount per pupU ______ _ 
21. Please comment on any aspects of your counseling service which 7ou 
consider unique. 
Number of :years of experience in administrative work. 
Number or courses in guidance. -----
Teacher Survey 
i. How do you regard counseling? As a professional activity requirlng 
specific lmowledge and skills • As something that 8Jl1body can 
do • Other (describe) -
2. a. Hew often do you acquaint pupils with the values and avail-
ability of the counseling service in the school? Often __ 
Occasionally Never 
b. Hov often do you confer wt•:t""'h-counselors and other specialists 
regarding problems of indivi.dual pupils and then utilize the 
information they provide~ Often Occasionally __ 
Never 
--
311 Do you feel you have sufficient time during the school day to talk 
with counselors about plans and activities at!ecting your students? 
Yes No 
--
h. What should be the relationship between the counselor and discip. 
line? Enforce discipline Help student analyze his problems 
and formulate acceptable patterns of behavior . No relation• 
ship __ 
5. a. Do you provide a classroom free from tension? Yes No 
b. Do you place a premium on conforming behavior? Yes- No-
- -
6. On which ot the following do you place greater emphasis in your . 
inBtructional program? Imparting subject matter for its own sake 
alone Teaching students according to their needs and capa-
oi ties 
--
7. Rank according to importance the area in which you would like help 
in working and counseling with your students. · (11 21 3) 
The uses and limitations of standardized tests Guidance 
services available in the school Explanation of instruments 
for the appraisal of personal qualitiee of students such as rating 
scales Other (list) 
8~ What do you consider the greatest strengths of your school's coun-
seling program? 
9. 
10 • 
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To What extent do you make provisions tor the foll01orl.ng functions? 
. . . 
Provision Made 
P\mction No . Little Moderate Great 
-
a. Provide orientation services 
- - - -
b. Participate_ in case conferences 
- - - -
o. Assist students with the seleo• 
tion of courses 
- - - -
d. Assin students in· finding their 
interests. -
- - - -
e. Observe and record reports of 
pupil behavior 
- - - -
t. Help studenta develop proper 
study habits 
- - -
' 
-
g. Hake an etf ort, to become ac-
quainted with the parents ot 
your pupil.8 
- - - -
h. Stress the vocational implica-
tions of the subject taught. 
- - - -
1. Assume counseling :responsibili• 
ties within the limits of your 
time and competency 
- - - -
j. Refer those pupils with prob-
lems beyond your training.to 
counselors and other specialists 
- - - -
... · What do you consider the greatest weakness of your school ts 
counseling program? 
b. What recamnendations would you make tor improving any aspects 
of the counseling aervice? 
Number or years or experience in teaching. 
---?lumber of courses in guidance. 
---
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. Counselor Survey 
l. Hov often do you counsel with each of your counselees individually 
dur.Lng each year'l Once _ Mee _ Three times or more _ 
2. As a counselor with which ot the following are you eoneemed pr1• 
marlly? Preventive measures _ Remedial measures _ 
3. Do you visit other schools to observe guidance programs in action? 
Yea No 
- -
4. In your interview w:1. th both pupils and parents which approach do 
you use most often? Directive _ Eclectic _ Non-directive __ 
S. Haw important is it £or counselors them.selves to be well adjusted? 
Very important _ Somewhat important _ Not too imPortant _ 
Not important at all 
. -
6. a. !s there a need in your school for better comtlllnicat1on between 
the adminietration and the counselors? Yes No 
U yes 1 what suggestions w.:>uld you make for improvement? 
b. Is there a need in your school for better communication between 
the counselors end the teachers? Yes No 
It yes 1 what suggestions would you make .tor ~vement? 
7. What ·should be the relationship of the counsel.or to discipline? 
Enforce discipline Help student analyze his problaus and for-
mulate acceptable patterns of behavior · No· relationship 
-. -
a. a. Rank in order or importance (beginn1ng with number l as the most 
important) the following courses ot study for school counselors. (l, 2, 3, 4, s, 6, 11 8) 
Educational am. occupational information Philosophy . 
Psycholoa Research method.a Soc:Coioa· · .. Superv!ied 
experience Iii'Counseling Teciiiiiciues in couniiling 
Tests atd measurement - -
-
b. List other courses which you consider important tor school 
counselors •. 
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9. What ef'torls are exerted to maintain the oonfidentiaJ.it7 of in.to~ 
mation obtained 1n counseling? 
10. Do you make provisions tor follow-up and assistance when desirable 
f'or each student counseled? . Yes _ No _ 
11. Do you hold conferences Vi.th parents when the need is indicated? 
Yes No 
- -.. 
13. · Are you responsible tor any type or sJ)eciaJ. counseling? Yes_ 
No_ If' 1GS , describe. 
14. Do you sponsor any class or organization? Yes Mo 
- -If yes 1 describe. 
1$. Circle all of the following which you consider appropriate duties 
ot a counselor. . 
a. Assist student in a.ppl1ing tor employment 
b. .Assist student in educational. planning 
c. Assist student in tomulating bis vocational pl.ans 
d. Assist student with personal and social problems 
e. Confer with parents 
t. Discuss and interpret abilities, aptitudes, and :interests 
g. Discuss school program and progress . 
h. Provide group orientation 
16. List any duties assigned to you which you consider inapprepriate 
tor a counselor. 
17. Do ,.au feel you are required to per£om miscellaneous duties which 
hinder you in working with individual students? Yes No 
- -If yes , describe. 
18. Do you feel a counselor should have successtul teaching experience? 
Yes No 
- -
19. Do you feel a counselor should have work experience 1n addition to 
educative experience? Yea No 
- -
20. Which of the following do you consider adequate training for coun-
selors? State certification _ Master• a degree _ Tra.1.ning 
beyond the Master's level 
-
21. Do you have su.tficienb time to confer with statr members about 
plans and activities a.t"fecting your counselees? Yes No 
- -
22. Do you participate in professional association activities? 
23. 
Yes No 
- -
Rank ace~ to importance (beginning with number l a.a the most 
important) the following personal qualities for counselors. (1. 2, 3, 4, s, 6, 7) 
Ability to cope With one•s om problems Ability to work har-
moniously' with others Acceptable personal appearance •' 
Integrit}" _ LeadersiiIP' abilit7 Respect for the needi"Ot 
others _ Significant moral and sptrltual values _ 
24. \Vbat percentage of time do )"OU spend in the performance ot the fol-
lowing duties? Clerical_ Substitute teaching_ Checking 
absentees · 
-
2). Please comment freely on the major strengths ot your counseling 
semce. 
26. Please comment freely on the major weaknesses of your counseling 
service. 
Number of years of experience in counseling. 
---
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Parent Survey 
l. How Jl1Sn7 children do you. have 1n grades? s· 9 io 11 12 __ 
2. Does Thomas Dale provide the following services? 
Yes No Don't Know Bero.arks 
- -a. Individual counseling services 
- - -
b. Parent interrl.ews 
- -
-
c. A standardized testing program 
tor your child 
- - -
d. Educational information 
- - -
e. Occupational 1nf ormation 
- - -
t. Assistance with personal. 
problems 
- - -
Have y0u had an interview this year with your child• s counselor! 
Yes No 
- -
h. Has Thomas Dale given you information on your child's aptitude for 
college? Yea . No 
- -
s. Has Thanas Dale given you information on your child.ts aptitude for 
different occupations? Yes No 
- -
6. Does your child discuss his personal problems with you? Ies No 
- -
7._ Does your child discuss his personal problems with the school coun-
selor? Yes No Don't know 
-·- -
8. As a parent, list services you would like to see added to the school'• 
program. 
9. How would you evaluate the guidance program of Thomas Dale? 
a. Excellent b. Above average c. Average 
- - -d. Below average 
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Former Student Suxvey' · 
lour answers will be confidential. They will be used for statist1• 
cal purposes and for the improvement of the school program. " .Please put 
the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope and mail it back at once. 
Thank you tor your cooperation. 
Name---------------- Married_ Single_ 
Address 
--------~(s~t-r-ee-.t~o-r~R~.-F-.-eb-.}....------- city ana atite 
Date of graduation Date of withdrawal 
------------------ --------
le What course did you take in high school"l 
College preparatoey _ General _ 
2. It not graduated, why did you leave high school? 
3. Please list below any additional training you have had since leaving 
Thomas Dale. 
~ame ot School Course or subjects Dates Time Entered Spent Reasons for Leay;tng 
z... What suggestions can you give for the improvement of subjects now 
offered at Thomas Dale High School? 
Suggestions for Im.provement 
a. 
c. 
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S+ Which ot the subjects that you took in high school do you consider 
have been of most and least value to you in· all phases of your 
daily life? 
Greatest Value Least Value 
6, How are you now occupied? (Armed Forces? Kind of Work? What 
School?) 
1• Are you satisfied wJ.th your present occupation? Yes No 
- -
a. What other positions have you held? 
9. If you left any full·time jobs; tK>uld you be willing to give your 
reason(s)? · 
10. What subjects not offered at Thomas Dale would have been helpful to 
you. tor your chosen occupation? 
n. When y-ou. were in high school, what occupation did you hope to enter? 
Did you have a regular counselor While in school? les No 
- -
Did you receive all·of the counseling you needed tihile in echool? 
les No 
- -
14. How would you rate the counseling you received in high school? 
Excellent _ Above Average _ Average _ Below Average _ 
l'• Please list any suggestions llhich you think might make counseling 
more ef'fective at Thomas Dale High School. 
16. If you have ~ further comments or suggestions tor improving axrr 
part ot this school's program, please state them below. 
Pupil Questionnaire Concerning the Counseling Service· 
Please answer the following questions. It :1.s not necessary to sign. 
your name. 
l, Check yau.r grade level •. 8 _ 9 ...__ io._ n _ 12 _ 
2. Check your sex. · Male Female 
- -
3• With whom do you live? Both parents . Mother . Father 
Relati'V'eB Frlerd.s Foster H~ Husbiiir Wif';--
............., ._. .......... ........ ............ 
h, Do you know Who your counselor is? Yes No 
- -
$, a. How many conf'erenoes have you had with your counselor this 
year? 
b. Would -y-ou-ll~k~e-mo-re? Yes No 
- -
6, To what extent do you think your counselor is interested in your 
problems? Allot them Some of them None of them 
- - -No opinion 
-
7 • Make a check mark after each 1 tem under the proper heading. 
Amount ot !!_!gh School Assistance 
I received assistance Above 
int None Little 
-
Average ~verage Much 
-
a. Selecting rq high 
school course 
- - - - -
b. Interpreting stan• 
dardized test scores 
- - - - -
c. SolTing personal 
problems 
- - - - -
d. Planning my future 
occupation 
- - - - -
e. Planning tor college 
or entering some 
other school 
- - - - -
f. Developing effective 
study habits 
....... 
- - - -
g. List other kinds of help ~eived trom your counselor•· 
a.. When mald.ng decisione 'concerning pmgress toward goal.a in school', 
to whom would you turn .first? . 
· Counselor Parent other (list) 
---- --- ----------------------9. When making decisions or a personal nature; to Whom would rou turn 
first? 
Counselor Parent Other (list) 
--- --- ----------------------10. Do you feel the counseling you have received has been effective? 
Yes No No opinion 
.......... ......... --
11. Would you consider it a personal loss if your high school were to 
do away with counseling? 
Yes No No opinion 
- - -
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TABLE XX 
HIGH SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING 11 THE SURVEl 
County or Oit1 
Albemarl .. 
Bu.Chan.an 
Chesapeake 
Chesterfield 
Fair.tax 
Franklin 
Henrico 
Hopewell 
Pete re burg 
Prince George 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Roanoke 
Roanoke 
Roanoke 
Stai'f ord 
Tazewell. 
Waynesboro 
Sohool 
Albemarle 
Grundy 
Chu re bland 
Thoma.a Dale 
Falla Church 
Franklin County 
Douglas Freeman 
Hopewell 
Petersburg 
Prince George 
John Marshall 
Andrew Lewis 
Horth$1de 
Patrick Henr, 
William. F.1.eming 
Staftord 
Tat:eifell . 
Waynesboro 
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